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ABSTRACT 
P-EPQ (Tetrakis(2,4-di-tert-butylphenyl)-4,4-
biphenyldiphosphonite) is a well-known 
phosphorus based secondary antioxidant used 
in Polyolefins for stabilization. P-EPQ has a low 
melting point and promotes good solubility in 
Polyolefins. It also helps in reduction of 
undesired colour during the processing. 
Biaxially Oriented Polypropylene (BOPP) film is 
a multilayer film, prepared at very high 
temperature and shear, and needs to be 
properly stabilized with primary and secondary 
antioxidant. Apart from the colour, other 
properties like dyne retention and compatibility 
with impact copolymers are also prime 
requisites of the BOPP.  In this paper, a method 
was developed for analysis of P-EPQ using HPLC. 
Further, the effect of P-EPQ on dyne retention 
properties in BOPP films is discussed. A 
hypothesis for improvement in dyne retention 
has been proposed.  Structural comparison of 
two different P-EPQ samples by HPLC was 
carried out and their effect on properties of 
BOPP film was studied.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Polypropylene is being considered the perfect 
material for various applications, especially 
packaging, because of its various advantages 
over other polyolefin materials and its low cost 
and good thermal stability. Biaxially oriented 
films, especially based on polyolefins, represent 
a major component of the film packaging 
industry. Biaxially oriented polypropylene films 
are mostly produced through a sequential 
biaxial stretching process, in which films are 
cold drawn in two consecutive steps at two 
different temperatures (Philips et al., 2001; Dias 
et al., 2006; Lupke et al., 2004; Rettenberger et 
al., 2002). 
 
Metallized biaxially oriented polypropylene 
(BOPP) films offer excellent gas and water vapor 
barrier and now are being extensively used in 
food packaging applications mainly in the form 
of multi-layer structure and also in general 
packaging or lamination of other materials. The 
Polypropylene being non-polar in nature has a 
low surface energy (Decker et al., 2002) and 
hence pre-treatment of the BOPP film is 
essential to have good adhesion with metal. 
There are methods of pre-treatment mentioned 
in the literature (Blythe et al., 2978; Markgraf 
MP 1993) like corona atmosphere or low-
pressure plasma pre-treatment which provides 
surface functionality and thus proper adhesion.  
 
To measure the surface functionality, Dyne 
value on the metalized side of BOPP film is 
measured and as a rule it should not drop very 
fast within the stipulated time (Markgraf DA, 
1998) The dyne level is measured as a way of 
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indicating the chemical cleanliness of the 
surface. There will be a dyne level that indicates 
that the surface is clean and a value of around 
38 units is perceived acceptable by converters 
over a period of 6 months. Drop in dyne levels 
beyond this particular value can result in 
problem during metallization and lead to 
inferior optical properties. 
 
Since the BOPP film production includes 
multiple steps of production and the film is 
prepared at a very high temperature and shear, 
it needs to be properly stabilized with primary 
and secondary antioxidant (Kenneth and 
Harrison, 2010). The main requirement of BOPP 
films is that a) it should not be yellowish, b) it 
should have optimum mechanical and optical 
properties, c) it should not break at high line 
speed, d) it should be able to retain the dyne 
value, e) it should have good compatibility with 
impact polypropylene in multilayer application. 
The trend towards using wider and faster 
production lines makes it necessary to develop 
effective stabilization that resist the stresses 
encountered during processing without loss of 
mechanical and optical properties. There are 
many secondary antioxidants (Krohnke and 
Werner 2001, Tolinski M 2009) available in the 
market, sold by trade names like Irgafos 168, P-
EPQ, Ultranox 626 etc. PEP-Q is not a single 
compound and is comprised of a mixture of 
various compounds including its isomers. 
 
The objective of this paper was to showcase the 
difference in properties of BOPP films 
containing different secondary antioxidants. 
Also, how the secondary antioxidant, 
particularly P-EPQ, improves the surface 
properties of the BOPP film. In addition, an 
HPLC method was developed to separate 

various components of P-EPQ. Moreover, P-EPQ 
from two different sources was obtained and 
characterized by HPLC and difference in 
composition was highlighted. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Characterization of P-EPQ from different 
sources 
P-EPQ is not single component and is mixture of 
many components (Bruheim et al, 20). Table 3.1 
summarizes different components present 
along with their typical concentration in P-EPQ.  
 

S. No Components Composition (%) 

1 4,4’-PEPQ 36 - 46 
2 4,3’-PEPQ 17 - 23 
3 3,3’-PEPQ 2 - 5 
4 Oxidized P-EPQ 2 - 5 
5 Mono-P-EPQ 11 - 19 
6 Irgafos 168 9 -18 

Table 3.1 Composition of P-EPQ 
 
Major component present in P-EPQ is 4,4’-
PEPQ, Irgafos 168 content in P-EPQ varies from 
9-18%. P-EPQ1 and P-EPQ2 available from two 
different commercial sources were 
characterized by liquid chromatography. Figure 
3.2 shows that number of components present 
in P-EPQ1 and P-EPQ2 are similar but their 
concentration varies. Since standards of 
different components of P-EPQ were not 
available; hence it was not possible to assign 
the individual component in the HPLC 
chromatogram. Only Irgafos 168 was available 
and in HPLC chromatogram it is marked as 
component 4. A comparison of area counts of P-
EPQ1 and P-EPQ2 sample at same 
concentration level was done and is presented 
in Table 3.2 
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Fig. 3.1 HPLC chromatogram of PEPQ1 and PEPQ2 

 
 

 P-EPQ1  P-EPQ2  

Major peak #  Area counts  Area counts  

1  1801  942  

2  2760  1526  

3  6000  6454  

4*(Irgafos 168)  459 (16.1% of Irgafos 
168)  

415 (14.6% of Irgafos 
168)  

5  619  782  

6  443  517  

7  9619  13418  

8  6716  8988  

 
Table 3.2 Area count of 0.5% solution of different components of P-PEPQ samples 

 
From Table 3.2, Irgafos 168 present in both P-
EPQ was almost similar in the range of 14-16%. 
However, there was significant variation in area 
count of component 1, component 2, 
component 7 and component 8 in P-EPQ1 and 
P-EPQ2 samples. It can be concluded from the 
above data that both P-EPQ have same number 
of components but have significantly different 
composition. 
 
Characterization of commercial BOPP samples 
 

 
The MFI and Xylene soluble of the 3 different 
batches of commercial BOPP grades are 
summarized in Table 3.3. 
 

Sample Detail MFI @ 2.16 Kg  
g/10 min 

Xylene 
Soluble  
(wt%) 

BOPP- N 3.2 4.5 
BOPP – PEPQ1 3.0 4.4 
BOPP – PEPQ2 3.0 4.3 

Table 3.3 Physico-chemical properties of 
Polypropylene 
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Sample Detail AO 1010 Irgafos 168 P-EPQ-1 P-EPQ-2 DHT-4A 

 Concentration in ppm 
BOPP- N 463 940 nil nil 261 
BOPP – PEPQ1 593 nil 900 nil 225 
BOPP – PEPQ2 488 nil nil 864 222 

 
Table 3.4 Additives composition in Polypropylene

As seen from the Table 3.3, there is not much 
variation in MFI and xylene soluble of the 
samples taken for the study. The antioxidant 
and acid scavenger concentration in all the 
three samples of Polypropylene was 
determined using HPLC and XRF respectively. 
The results are summarized in Table 3.4. As 
mentioned earlier, that composition of both P-
EPQ1 and P-EPQ2 is different, therefore, 
different calibration was carried in order to do 
the quantification of P-EPQ in Polypropylene.  
 
Results indicate the difference in additive 
package in different Polypropylene samples. 
BOPP-N contains additive package comprising 
of primary antioxidant and secondary 
antioxidant, AO-1010 and Irgafos-168 in the 
ratio of 1: 2 respectively, the workhorse 
antioxidants of Polyolefin industry. BOPP-PEPQ1 
and BOPP-PEPQ2 contain a different secondary 
antioxidant namely P-EPQ instead of Irgafos168 
at similar concentration ranges. The 
concentration of AO 1010 and DHT-4A in both 
samples was comparable.  
 
Melt Flow Rate Studies 
Multiple extrusion studies were carried out to 
study the efficacy of antioxidant package in 
polypropylene samples keeping processing 
conditions constant. As a thumb rule for 
multiple extrusion studies, the ratio of melt 
flow index at 2.16 Kg load for 5th pass to 1st pass 
should not exceed 1.5 at the application 
temperature. Multiple extrusion studies at 

230oC (Fig. 3.2a) indicate that there was no 
significant variation in MFI from 1st to 5th pass 
for 3 different samples (BOPP-N, BOPP-PEPQ1 
and BOPP-PEPQ2). At the higher extrusion 
temperature of 250oC (Fig. 3.2b), variation of 
MFI at different passes was significant. The MFI 
ratio of 5th pass to 1st pass is summarized in 
Table 3.5. BOPP-N has MFI ratio of 1.2 at 250oC 
and BOPP-PEPQ1 and BOPP-PEPQ2 have MFI 
ratio of 1.03 and 1.02 respectively. 
 
Results show that at extrusion temperature of 
230oC, MFI of all the PP samples was 
comparable but real distinction could be 
observed at higher extrusion temperature of 
250oC. However, it is well known that P-EPQ is 
superior secondary antioxidant than Irgafos 168 
and hence gives better thermal stability. BOPP-
PEPQ1 and BOPP-PEPQ2 samples behaved 
similarly in terms of their thermal stability in 
multiple extrusion studies. 
 
Variation of Yellowness Index with different 
passes 
Slight improvement in yellowness index (YI) was 
observed at different passes with the samples 
containing P-EPQ as compared to sample 
containing Irgafos 168. At 250oC (Fig. 3.3b), the 
difference between samples containing P-EPQ 
and sample containing Irgafos 168 is magnified. 
The yellowness index of BOPP-N sample 
increased abruptly from -1.9 units to 7.3 units, 
whereas for the samples containing P-EPQ, 
yellowness index increases from -1.9 units to 
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max -0.2 units. PEPQ2 sample showed better 
yellowness index retention P-EPQ1 from 1st pass 
to 5th pass. It can be concluded from the 
multiple pass study that P-EPQ is better 
secondary antioxidant than Irgafos 168 in terms 
of thermal stability and colour retention. Also, 
both P-EPQ samples provide good thermo-
oxidative stability to Polypropylene maintaining 
the initial MFI and colour even though they 
have different concentration of components. 
Studies were further extended to see the effect 
of additive package on the surface and optical 
properties of BOPP film.  
 

Fig. 3.2 Melt flow rate at different passes at two 
different temperatures; a) 230oC; b) 250oC. 
 
 

Sample Detail 
MFI Ratio of 
5th / 1st pass  

at 230oC 

MFI Ratio of 
5th / 1st pass  

at 250oC 

BOPP- Normal 1.01 1.20 

BOPP – PEPQ1 1.01 1.04 

BOPP – PEPQ2 1.00 1.02 

Table 3.5 MFI ratio of 5th passes to 1st passes at 
2.16 Kg load 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.3 yellowness index at 1st to 5th pass at two 
different temperatures; a) 230oC; b) 250oC. 

 
Effect of P-EPQ on surface and optical 
properties of BOPP Film 
Three layered BOPP films prepared were slitted 
after 24 hrs of maturation time and the 
development of colour was observed. Table 3.6 
summarizes the optical properties obtained 
with different secondary antioxidants present in 
films.  
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Sample Detail Color 

BOPP- N Yellowish 
BOPP – PEPQ1 Light yellow 
BOPP – PEPQ2 White 

 
Table 3.6 colour of the slitted roll of BOPP film 

 

Sample Detail 
Initial Dyne 
Retention 

Dyne Retention 
after 1 month 

Dyne Retention 
after 6 months 

Compatibility 
with ICP 

BOPP- N 46 <36 < 36 Poor 

BOPP– PEPQ1 48 47 41 Good 

BOPP– PEPQ2 48 46 40 Good 

 
Table 3.7 Dyne retention of BOPP films 

 
The BOPP film prepared with Irgafos 168 gave 
yellowish colour to the film which is not 
acceptable in the market whereas film 
containing P-EPQ showed no or lower yellowish 
tinge indicating PEPQ as better secondary 
antioxidant than Irgafos 168. However, in 
comparison within different P-EPQ, it was 
surprising to see that P-EPQ2 gave whitish 
colour in the slitted role compared to P-EPQ1. 
These results obtained were contrary to 
multiple extrusion studies which indicate that 
both P-EPQ gave almost equivalent thermo-
oxidative and colour stability. From the earlier 
results, it was analysed and observed that both 
P-EPQ samples have different composition 
although the number of components is similar. 
This difference in the composition of different 
components of P-EPQ may have led to 
difference of colour in the final application. 
BOPP films prepared with P-EPQ2 gave better 
colour compared to films prepared with P-
EPQ1. Another major requirement for  

mettalizable BOPP film grade is dyne retention 
and compatibility with impact copolymers. In 
metalized BOPP grade, core layer is BOPP grade 
and skin layer is a combination of impact 
polypropylene and anti-block additive. 
 
Metallized biaxially oriented polypropylene 
(BOPP) films offer excellent gas and water vapor 
barrier properties, making it of an exceptional 
value as a barrier packaging film. The metal 
adhesion to BOPP is normally poor due to its 
low surface energy, however, pre-treatment of 
the film surface imparts surface functionality 
which in turn improves metal adhesion and this 
surface functionality is measured by dyne 
retention. As a thumb rule, after 6 months dyne 
retention of the metalized BOPP film should not 
be less than 38 units. Lower dyne retention in 
BOPP film indicates poor compatibility with 
impact co-polymer polypropylene (ICP). Dyne 
retention values of BOPP films are in Table 3.
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Dyne retention value of all the three film 
samples initially was at par with each other. 
However, a sharp dip in dyne retention value 
was observed in BOPP film produced with 
Irgafos 168. Lower value indicates poor 
compatibility of core layer (homopolymer) and 
skin layer (impact copolymer). Dyne retention 
value even after six months was found to be in 
the acceptable range for the BOPP film having 
P-EPQ, values were found to be higher (46) than 
the required (36) limit. The reason of poor dyne 
retention and yellowish colour of the BOPP film 
produced with Irgafos 168 vis-à-vis P-EPQ could 
be due to following: 

• Irgafos 168 has higher melting 
temperature and relatively poor 
miscibility with Polyproylene matrix 
while P-EPQ has lower melting 
temperature and has good miscibility 
within polymer matrix. Since the line 
temperature, line speed and shear in 
the BOPP manufacturing process is very 
demanding, P-EPQ gives better thermo-
oxidative stability than Irgafos 168. 

 
BOPP film if not properly stabilized may result 
in degraded product (lower molecular weight 
species) which migrate to the surface of the film 
after certain time period and affect the film 
dyne retention property and also lowers the 
compatibility with impact polypropylene. P-EPQ 
being better secondary antioxidant, if added to 
polypropylene controls the degradation in a 
much efficient way compared to AO-168 and 
relatively less amount of low molecular weight 
species will be formed compared to Irgafos 168 
and hence better properties.  

 
CONCLUSION 
In the present paper, an HPLC based method 
was established to separate different 
components of P-EPQ. Analysis of two P-EPQ 
showed different composition of similar 
components. BOPP samples containing PEPQ1 
and PEPQ2 showed lower change in MFI and 

yellowness index value than BOPP-N. Apart 
from its primary function of protecting 
degradation of polypropylene, this paper also 
demonstrates that P-EPQ also imparts other 
functions like improvement in dyne retention 
and compatibility with impact polypropylene. 
Study also prove the hypothesis “degradation 
always leads to formation of low molecular 
weight species. Addition of P-EPQ in the BOPP 
film will curtain the amount of low molecular 
weight species as compared to Irgafos 168 and 
hence lower a migration of these species to the 
surface of film will lead to better dyne retention 
efficiency and compatibility with impact 
copolymer of polypropylene.  
 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Material 
Three different lots of commercial 
homopolymer polypropylene resin of IndianOil 
Corporation Ltd. (MFI 3g/10min and xylene 
solubles of 4.5 wt%) was used. Two different P-
EPQ samples were designated as PEPQ-1 and 
PEPQ-2. Polypropylene samples were 
designated as BOPP-N (with Irgafos 168), BOPP-
PEPQ1 and BOPP-PEPQ2 corresponding to P-
EPQ1 and P-EPQ2 respectively. 
 
Methods 
Melt Flow Index (MFI):  Melt flow index of 
polypropylene granules was determined at 2.16 
Kg load and 230oC on Goetffert MI-4 MFI 
machine as per ASTM D1238.  
Xylene Soluble (XS): Xylene Soluble of 
polypropylene granules was determined 
gravimetrically as per ASTM D5492.  
Yellowness Index (YI): Yellowness Index of 
polypropylene granules was determined as per 
ASTM E313 on M/s HuneterLab Lab Scan XE 
instrument. 
Dyne Retention Studies: Dyne retention of the 
BOPP films was determined as per ASTM 
D2578-04a.  
Extraction of Additives: The polypropylene 
granules (3mm) were grounded to powder to 
300-500 micron size in Retsch Cryo Mill under 
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liquid nitrogen. 2g of polypropylene powder 
was taken into a extraction vessel having 25mL 
of solvent (mixture of acetone: cyclohexane 
70:30). Extraction was carried out in CEM 
International microwave extraction machine at 
a temperature of 125oC. 
HPLC for additive quantification: The additive 
quantification was carried in ThermoFisher 
reverse phase HPLC, using a gradient of water, 
isopropanol and acetonitrile at a temperature 
of 50oC 
HPLC for P-EPQ analyses: The High-performance 
liquid chromatography analysis was carried on 
Shimadzu machine (LC-2010 CHT). Machine 
comprises of a degasser unit (DGU-20A) for 
extracting any dissolved air from the solvents, 
quaternary pump (LC-30AD) for isocratic and 
gradient solvent program, an auto sampler (SIL-
30AC) for sample injection, column oven (CTO-
20AC) to maintain the temperature and UV-
DAD (SPD-M20A) detector. Method developed 
for analysis of PEP-Q is  
Optimized Analytical Conditions  

• Stationary phase: C-18 Column (Eurospher: 
5u, 250X4.6mm)     

• Mobile phase: HPLC grade Methanol 

• Reference Standard solution was prepared 
in Methanol-Acetonitrile taken in 9:1 ratio. 

• The two samples were first dissolved in 
DMF at 1% (w/V) conc. level. The solutions 
were then diluted with equal volume of 
methanol.  

• Sample injection: 10 ul 

• Detector: Photo Diode Array (PDA) 200-
400nm; monitored at 254 nm. 

 
XRF: The quantification of acid scavenger and P-
EPQ was carried using XRF. 
 
Multiple Extrusion Studies: Multiple extrusion 
studies were carried in Haake single screw 
extruder having L/D of 24 and screw speed of 
80 rpm. Polypropylene was extruded five times. 
The multiple extrusion studies were carried at 
two different temperature 230oC and 250oC. 

The melt flow rate (MFR) and yellowness index 
(YI) was determined of each pass. Since BOPP 
films are produced at higher temperature 
therefore extrusion study was carried out at 
higher temperatures.  
 
BOPP films: Three layered tape textile BOPP film 
having average thickness of 23micron was 
prepared on 8.7m wide Bruckener line having 
output of 5.5m/hr using three different 
polypropylene samples (BOPP-N, BOPP-PEPQ1 
and BOPP-PEPQ2). Processing was carried out 
at barrel zone temperatures from 230°C-255°C 
and die zone temperature from 255°C-260°C. 
Stretching Ratios in machine direction was 4.83 
and transverse direction was 9.65. All three 
layers of BOPP films comprised 3MFI PP 
homopolymer.   
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Applications of pyrolysis for carbonaceous wastes in solid waste 
management – A mini-review 

Rushikesh Joshi, Ganesh R. Kale*, Atul N. Vaidya 
 
ABSTRACT 
Due to the aggravating problem of solid waste 
disposal and rising demand of fuels for energy 
generation, pyrolysis can serve as a promising 
solution to both these challenges. The majority 
of the municipal solid wastes are constituted of 
carbonaceous wastes including biomass. 
Pyrolysis can be universally applied to all these 
types of wastes to obtain non-condensable fuel 
gases, pyrolysis oils and solid coke achieving 
complete waste disposal. In the present study, a 
review of pyrolysis with respect to various types 
of waste feedstock is presented. The 
interactions of the various types of waste feeds 
during co-pyrolysis were also reviewed. The 
applications of the products obtained as well as 
their further upgrading is also discussed. The 
presence of catalyst, reaction conditions, 
heating rate as well as the type of reactor, 
influence the yield as well as the composition of 
the products to a great extent. Pyrolysis of single 
feed as well as co-pyrolysis is also reviewed. 
Some co-pyrolysis studies reported better 
results than single feed pyrolysis owing to the 
synergistic interactions between waste feeds. 
This paper provides an overall outlook of the 
current scenario of the pyrolysis techniques for 
solid waste management. 
 
KEYWORDS 
Pyrolysis, Co-Pyrolysis, Solid Waste 
Management, Pyrolysis oil, Non-Volatile gases, 
Char. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The challenges in ever-increasing amount of 
solid wastes has brought about noteworthy 
research in solid waste management. 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
Solid and Hazardous Waste Management Division, 
CSIR-National Environmental Engineering Research 
Institute, Nehru Marg, Nagpur 440020, 
Maharashtra, India. 
 
*Corresponding author; email: gr_kale@neeri.res.in 
 

Depending on nature and source of wastes, they 
can be classified as medical, industrial, 
agricultural, municipal, vehicular waste, etc. 
Currently, the major disposal techniques for 
waste management are: a) landfilling b) 
composting c) sewage treatment d) incineration 
and e) recycling (Rushton 2003). Out of these, 
recycling of wastes is restricted to only reusable 
wastes, while composting is restricted to 
biodegradable solid wastes and sewage 
treatment to sewage sludge. These methods 
require proper segregation of waste feedstock 
before disposal implementation.  Majority of 
wastes are preferably landfilled due to its cheap 
and simple nature (Arsova et al. 2008). However, 
landfilling requires a huge land which leads to 
strain on land resources (Omar and Rohani 
2015). The leaching out of heavily polluted 
leachates and emission of landfill gases from 
landfills has led to many harmful consequences 
on environment and people residing nearby 
(Bernard et al. 1996; Crowley et al. 2003; El-
Fadel et al. 1997; Vrijheid 2000). The leachates 
are a mixture of high concentration organic and 
inorganic contaminants including heavy metals 
and are highly toxic due to their synergistic or 
antagonistic effects and different physical–
chemical properties of contaminants (Cameron 
and Koch 1980; Kjeldsen et al. 2002; Marttinen 
et al. 2002; Wiszniowski et al. 2006). Incineration 
allows better mass and volume reduction of 
wastes and good energy recovery and seems to 
be a better option than landfilling (Roy et al. 
2011). However, the fly ash emissions released 
during incineration are hazardous due to high 
content of chlorides and fluorides, sulfur and 
nitrogen compounds, heavy metals like mercury 
and organic compounds. Some deadly side-
effects on human beings reported are congenital 
abnormalities, birth weight, twinning, still births, 
sex ratios, infant death, facial clefts, urinary tract 
defects, neral tube and heart defects (Ashworth 
et al. 2014; Margallo et al. 2015; van Velzen et 
al. 2002; Williams 1990). Sometimes greater 
amount of fuel is required to be supplied to 
ensure adequate combustion temperatures, 
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making the incineration process less energy 
efficient (Ji et al. 2016; Yang et al. 2006).  
 
Pyrolysis is a thermal degradation process of 
heating in absence of oxygen or air to produce 
gaseous components, tar and pyrolysis char 
residues (Ahmed and Gupta 2009). The pyrolysis 
process can be divided into three subclasses: 
conventional pyrolysis, fast pyrolysis, and flash 
pyrolysis (Demirbas and Arin 2002). Due to 
‘carbon negative’ energy approach, pyrolysis 
deserves serious research and development 
worldwide for energy and controlling global 
warming (Lee et al. 2010). The liquid and 
gaseous fractions obtained are a valuable fuel 
source; while the solid fraction (char) has the 
potential of low grade carbon black or as carbon 
adsorbent (Lee et al. 2015; Martínez et al. 2013; 
Mohan et al. 2006b; Phan et al. 2008). Pyrolysis 
of waste also produces products that can be 
used as chemicals and high performance 
materials (carbon fibers and ceramics) other 
than fuels (Blazsó 1997). During recent years, 
pyrolysis has undergone an important evolution 
from a promising scientific idea to an alternative 
that is very close to reality with commercial 
opportunities (Aguado et al. 2008). Although the 
pyrolysis oils cannot be directly used as engine 
ready fuel but the fuel quality and 
contamination issues can be resolved by fuel 
additives and fuel finishing operations in terms 
of physical, catalytic and chemical upgrading 
(Butler et al. 2011a; Isahak et al. 2012).  
 
Presently, fast pyrolysis of biomass is deemed as 
robust alternate technology for the paradigm 
shift from current crude oil fuel platform to a 
sustainable, more flexible fuel platform (Butler 
et al. 2011b). Based on ways of energy transfer, 
microwave assisted pyrolysis has an advantage 
of providing rapid and energy-efficient heating 
compared to conventional technologies, and 
thus facilitating increased production rates 
(Jones et al. 2002; Lam and Chase 2012). Hence 
pyrolysis can be a promising technique for waste 
management. 
 
Literature has reported several significant 
reviews on the development of the pyrolysis 
process. Blazsó (1997) has reviewed the studies 
on the thermal decomposition mechanisms of 
polyolefines, polystyrenes, acrylic polymers, 

polyesters, polyethers, formaldehyde resins, 
polyamides, sulfur and silicon containing 
polymers. Aguado et al. (2008) have reviewed in 
detail the thermal and catalytic processes for 
recycling of plastics and several commercial 
processes for the preparation of diesel fuel. 
Butler et al. (2011a) has studied the state of art 
of commercial pyrolysis processes for the 
production of liquid transport fuels from waste 
polyolefins (polyethylenes and polypropylenes). 
Bulushev and Ross (2011) have reviewed 
chemistry of various catalytic processes for 
production and upgrading of the pyrolysis oils 
obtained from biomass pyrolysis. White et al. 
(2011) have reviewed the kinetic models and 
mathematical approximations currently 
employed in solid state thermal analysis and 
isoconversional model-fitting methods for 
estimating the related kinetic parameters. 
Isahak et al. (2012) have presented an updated 
review of biomass pyrolysis focusing on the 
characterization of feedstock, reactor design, 
product formation and physical, catalytic and 
chemical upgrading of the products. Jahirul et al. 
(2012) have discussed the status of biomass 
pyrolysis technology and its potential for 
commercial applications to produce bio-fuel in 
light of pyrolysis principles, biomass sources and 
characteristics, types of pyrolysis, reactor 
design, products and the economics of bio-fuel 
production. Mohan et al. (2006a) have reviewed 
in detail the pyrolysis of wood biomass and the 
characteristics of bio-oil produced. Butler et al. 
(2011b) have reviewed the laboratory work and 
developments on fast pyrolysis and upgrading 
techniques for its commercialization. Fonts et al. 
(2012) have reviewed the state of art of the 
sewage sludge pyrolysis for liquid production, 
focusing on the various factors influencing the 
process and chemical and physical properties of 
the pyrolysis oil obtained. Yang et al. (2013) have 
reviewed the pyrolysis of the waste electronic 
and electric plastic wastes and the 
dehalogenation of the pyrolysis oils.  
 
A review based on the study of feedstock of 
pyrolysis and their interaction during co-
pyrolysis has not been reported yet. The aim of 
this review is to study pyrolysis and co-pyrolysis 
focusing on the properties, composition and 
nature of waste feeds and their effect on the 
interactions during co-pyrolysis for solid waste 
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management. The effect of the reaction 
conditions such as temperature, heating rate, 
presence of carrier gas, nature of catalyst on the 
yield and physicochemical properties of 
products are also discussed. The potential of 
pyrolysis products to serve as a source of high 
quality fuels and chemicals is also discussed. The 
review provides an outlook of waste pyrolysis 
from the aspect of feedstock, particularly 
required for an insight for waste-to-energy 
processes. The nature of interaction of the 
different feeds with each other and their effect 
on the yield and composition of the products 
during co-pyrolysis studied in this review 
provides a novel aspect in environmental 
engineering. Similar work has been reported 
previously by Sannita et al. (2012), but their 
study is restricted to triglyceride- based 
materials, wood and compounds derived from 
wood and few hydrocarbon and oxygenated 
polymers. This review includes pyrolysis of 
carbonaceous wastes including paper wastes. 
  
1 Single Feed Pyrolysis  
1.1 Biomass 
Pyrolysis is a promising and environment 
friendly way of energy recovery from biomass as 
biomass is the only renewable source of fixed 
carbon (Bridgwater and Bridge 1991; Serrano-
Ruiz and Dumesic 2011; Zhong et al. 2010). 
Considerable work has been reported to study 
the potential of agricultural wastes as a source 
of biofuels. Pyrolysis of rice husks (Meesuk et al. 
2012; Williams and Nugranad 2000; 
Worasuwannarak et al. 2007), pine biomass 
(Aho et al. 2007), chlorella algae (Babich et al. 
2011), wheat straw and husks (Krishna et al. 
2015), beech wood (Stephanidis et al. 2011), 
combed cotton wastes (Barışçı and Öncel 2014), 
guayule (Boateng et al. 2016), douglas fir, para 
rubber seed (Chaiya and Reubroycharoen 2013), 
white ash, switchgrass, corn stover (Chen et al. 
2016c), olive cake (Gercel and Gerçel 2007), 
miscanthus, douglas fir and oak (Le Brech et al. 
2015), cassava plant residues (Pattiya 2011), 
mangaba seed (Santos et al. 2015), rapeseed 
cake (Smets et al. 2011), posidonia oceanica, 
lacustrine alga and white-pine (Chiodo et al. 
2016), corn cob (Yu et al. 2010), tobacco wastes 
(Wu et al. 2015b) has been reported. 
The yield and chemical composition of the 
products is influenced by a variety of factors 

such as temperature, presence of catalyst, size 
of the feed particles, etc. (Chaiya and 
Reubroycharoen 2013; Chen et al. 2016a; 
Demirbas 2010; Krishna et al. 2015). Various 
ways for upgrading the quality of the products, 
especially for use of pyrolysis oil as fuel have 
been reported. 
 
One of the important products obtained during 
pyrolysis of the materials is bio-char. It 
possesses high calorific value and relatively low 
ash content making it suitable as a good solid 
fuel (Gil et al. 2012). Some other value-added 
products are also obtained. A high percentage of 
silica (88%) was recovered from overall 
valorization of the bio-char of rice husk flash 
pyrolysis (Alvarez et al. 2014). Potassium silicate 
of electronic grade can be obtained from bio-
char more easily than from fusion of sand along 
with a good quality activated carbon as a by-
product (Jain et al. 1994). The char could be used 
as an additive material or good solid fuel with 
binders and additives due to its high energy 
content (Barışçı and Öncel 2014; Maiti et al. 
2006). Due to good absorbing properties, bio-
char also finds its uses as adsorbent. The char 
obtained at high temperatures is highly porous 
with effective tar removal capacity (Paethanom 
and Yoshikawa 2012). Increase in the pyrolysis 
temperature increases the carbon content in 
biochar and gases (Chen et al. 2016c). The char 
is mainly aromatic polymer of carbon atoms (Hu 
et al. 2008). Li et al. (2015a) have reported an 
increase in energy and char yield due to the 
effect of NH4H2PO4 on rice husk pyrolysis. 
Uzunov et al. (2012) have carried out fixed bed 
slow pyrolysis of rice husks for determining the 
effect of pyrolysis temperature on the 
properties of solid residues. Carbon black of high 
specific surface area and pore volume can be 
synthesized from rice husk by hydrolysis, 
carbonization and pyrolysis (Wang et al. 2011). 
Wu et al. (2015a) have suggested that the bio-
char from microwave pyrolysis is more uniform 
with less secondary bio-char which are produced 
from secondary reactions of volatiles. 
 
Generally, the yield of non-condensable gases 
increases with increase in the temperature, 
lower heating rate and longer residence time 
(Khor et al. 2010). The yield also depends on the 
conditions, types of biomass and presence of 
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catalyst (Buzetzki et al. 2012; Xie et al. 2015). 
Homma et al. (2013) have developed a new 
pyrolysis technology for wood pyrolysis that has 
a low manufacturing cost and less maintenance. 
It was quite feasible in rural areas and the gases 
obtained could be directly used in gas engine 
generator. The gases from rice husk pyrolysis 
can also be used in auto thermal pyrolysis 
process if the moisture content is controlled 
(Park et al. 2014). The gases obtained could be 
further reformed for the production of hydrogen 
gas (Uddin et al. 2014).  DemirbaŞ (2005) has 
reported an increase in hydrogen production 
from agricultural residues via pyrolysis with an 
increase in temperature. The introduction of 
steam into the reactor system can drastically 
increase the hydrogen production (Adebanjo et 
al. 2007). The yeild of methane and hydrogen 
gases and heating value of the gases can be also 
increased by torrefaction pretreatment (Chen et 
al. 2015). The process of mild pyrolysis in the 
temperature range 200-350°C which leads to 
removal of water and volatiles through 
decomposition of hemicellulose in wood, is 
termed as torrefaction (Kolokolova et al. 2013). 
Zhang et al. (2015d) have reported the 
combined water washing-torrefaction 
pretreatment for effective removal of 
inorganics. The bio-char was obtained with huge 
surface area and had the potential to be used as 
soil ammendments. 
 
The most important component obtained during 
pyrolysis is pyrolysis oil. Oil contains alkanes, 
alcohols, hydroxybenzenes, alkoxybenzenes, 
dioxolanes, aldehydes, ketones, carboxylic acids, 
esters, nitrogen-containing organic compounds 
(Lu et al. 2012). Due to its potential to be used 
as fuel, it can replace diesel and gas for on-site 
power generation and heating in furnaces, 
boilers, gas turbines etc.(Barth and Kleinert 
2008; Zheng and Kong 2010) Literature has 
reported several methods to increase the quality 
and yield of pyrolysis oil. Bok et al. (2014) have 
designed a tilted-slide fast pyrolyzer with spray 
type condenser for the large-scale production of 
biocrude-oil from douglas fir in which the bio-oil 
from first and fourth condensers could be 
directly applied to conventional combustors. 
Kunkes et al. (2008) have reported the catalytic 
pyrolysis of biomass based on the integration of 
several flow reactors operated in cascade mode, 

where the effluent from the one reactor is fed to 
the next reactor and the first flow reactor 
contained monofunctional compounds, such as 
alcohols, ketones, carboxylic acids and 
heterocycles that could also be used to provide 
reactive intermediates for fine chemicals and 
polymers markets. Heo et al. (2010) have 
reported pyrolysis of rice husk in fluidized bed 
reactor in which the bio-oil production was most 
effective when the fluidizing medium was the 
product gas itself. Thangalazhy-Gopakumar et 
al. (2011) have reported large reduction in high 
molecular weight, oxygenated compounds in 
the pyrolysis oil when the carrier gas was 
changed from helium to hydrogen during 
pyrolysis. Williams and Besler (1993) have 
reported the pyrolysis study of rice husk in 
thermogravimetric analyzer and static batch 
reactor wherein water, CO and CO2 were 
evolved in lower temperature regime of 
decomposition and oil, water, hydrogen, 
hydrocarbon gases and lower concentrations of 
CO and CO were evolved in higher temperature 
regime. Le Brech et al. (2015) have reported the 
pyrolysis in U-shaped fixed bed reactor which 
allowed external mass transfer control, bed 
temperature control and char quenching at 
targeted temperatures. Undri et al. (2014b) have 
reported microwave assisted pyrolysis of corn 
derived plastic bags which can avoid the 
anaerobic digestion of these bags without any 
energy recovery. Gercel and Gerçel (2007) have 
pyrolysed olive cake and found that at optimum 
conditions, the calorific value of pyrolysis oil is 
very close to those of petroleum fractions. 
Santos et al. (2015) have reported that the bio-
oil from pyrolysis of mangaba seed was 
promising as fuel after upgradation due to the 
presence of long chain acids. Demirbas (2009) 
have pyrolysed olive husk, hazelnut shell, spruce 
wood, and beech wood samples and reported 
that the density of bio-oil was 1,170–1,230 
kg/m3, compared to 800-100kg/m3 of heavy 
petroleum oil.   
 
Guha et al. (1987) have studied the potential use 
of pyrolysis oil in germicide manufacture due to 
the presence of toxic phenolic compounds. Ji-Lu 
(2007) has conducted pyrolysis of rice husk and 
reported that the bio-oil can be directly used in 
boiler or furnace without further upgrading and 
the cost of pyrolysis can be greatly reduced by 
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using charcoal combustion for heating and hot 
flue gas as carrier gas. Torri et al. (2016) have 
reported an increase in the percentage of 
aromatic hydrocarbons in bio-oil during catalytic 
fast pyrolysis of softwood, thus indicating its 
potential as liquid fuel. Lu et al. (2011) have 
proposed low temperature fast pyrolysis of 
biomass impregnated with zinc chloride to 
obtain furfural from bio-oil while acetic acid was 
obtained as by-product. The addition of 
methanol stabilized the bio-oil and enhanced 
the quality by decreasing viscosity and ageing 
rates of bio-oil (Lu et al. 2008). Li et al. (2012) 
have seen an increase in the yield of water 
soluble organics and heating value with 
decrease in acetic acid content and ring opening 
reactions of cellulose during fast pyrolysis of rice 
husk with mineral bed materials. Qian et al. 
(2014) have reported the facilitation of 
dehydration and decarboxylation of higher 
calorific value bio-oil under elevated pressure in 
the pyrolysis of rice husk. Banks et al. (2014) 
have reported that during pyrolysis of 
Miscanthus pretreated with Triton X-100 
surfactant, the best quality organic oil was 
produced with highest concentration of Triton X-
100 surfactant. Shen et al. (2015) have reviewed 
the opportunities of the fast pyrolysis products 
as value added chemicals and fuels. Damartzis 
and Zabaniotou (2011) have discussed the 
emerging challenges and opportunities of the 
applications of process integration on chemical 
conversion of biomass to second generation 
liquid biofuels. 
 
Chen et al. (2011) have reported a decrease in 
the total bio-oil content, higher water content, 
higher pH, and lower alkali metal content in the 
bio-oil when the hot vapor filtration of bio-oil 
was conducted. It was also reported that the 
PAH content increased when the temperature 
increased and around 800°C charcoal liquid was 
produced (Zhai et al. 2015). Catalysis is one of 
the assuring approaches for upgrading the bio-
oil. The use of catalyst decreased the bio-oil 
yield, but enhanced the small molecular 
compound yield and decreased the amount of 
oxygenated groups in bio-oils (Bridgwater 1996; 
Zhou et al. 2013). The pyrolysis oil before 
catalysis was homogeneous, of low viscosity and 
highly oxygenated with presence of polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) in low 

concentration (Williams and Nugranad 2000). 
Aho et al. (2007) have reported the formation of 
less organic oil and more water and PAH on the 
catalytic pyrolysis of pine biomass with zeolites 
of stronger acidity. Antonakou et al. (2006) have 
proposed the use of mesoporous catalysts Fe–
Al-MCM-41 and Cu–Al-MCM-41 as best metal 
containing catalyst for phenol production from 
bio-oil. The phenol concentration can be further 
increased by upgrading of the bio-oil obtained 
from hydrothermally pretreated biomass 
(Stephanidis et al. 2011). Phenol could be 
further used in adhesive industry (Effendi et al. 
2008). Wang et al. (2010) have reported an 
increased yield of gaseous and char products 
with use of K2CO3 as a stronger catalyst for 
decomposition of hemicellulose, cellulose and 
lignin constituents. Various pretreatment 
techniques and product upgrading via catalysis 
also facilitate increase in the quality of the bio-
oil. Bridgwater and Bridge (1991); French and 
Czernik (2010), Galadima and Muraza (2015) 
have studied the catalytic upgrading of the 
primary fast pyrolysis products for removing 
oxygen from organic compounds to give 
aromatics and other hydrocarbon products. The 
products can be further converted into gasoline 
and diesel and the condensed liquid can be 
hydrotreated to a naphtha like product also for 
up gradation into transport fuels (Kim et al. 
2013). 
 
The hydroprocessing increases the intrinsic 
hydrogen content of the pyrolysis oil, producing 
polyols and alcohols. The zeolite catalyst then 
converts these hydrogenated products into light 
olefins and aromatic hydrocarbons as much as 
three times higher than that produced with the 
pure pyrolysis oil (Vispute et al. 2010). Babich et 
al. (2011) had pretreated chlorella algae with 
Na2CO3 and the decomposition temperature 
shifted to lower value, yield of gas increased and 
yield of liquid decreased. Barışçı and Öncel 
(2014) have reported that bio-char from 
pyrolysis of combed cotton wastes in a fixed bed 
reactor with Na2CO3 and CaCO3 as catalyst can 
be used as additive material or fuel due to its 
high energy potential. Meesuk et al. (2012) have 
further reported that the quality of the bio-oil 
can be further improved to a level suitable for a 
potential liquid fuel and chemical feedstock by 
hydropyrolysis of rice husk using Ni/LY char at 
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high temperature and the pyrolysis oil contained 
less acids, higher aromatics and showed higher 
heating value leading to 40% energy recovery in 
bio-oil. Zhang et al. (2015a) have studied the 
microwave assisted catalytic fast pyrolysis of 
biomass using HZSM-5 catalyst and reported 
that the relative contents of the aliphatic 
hydrocarbons, aromatic hydrocarbons and 
oxygen-containing aromatic compounds first 
increased and then decreased, whereas the 
relative content of oxygen-containing aliphatic 
compounds first decreased and then increased. 
 
1.2 Paper wastes 
Paper industry generates a significant amount of 
wastes and the waste composition depends on 
the type of paper produced and the origin of 
cellulose fibres. (Méndez et al. 2009). Nearly 11 
million tons of paper wastes are generated per 
year by European pulp and paper industry, of 
which 70% originated from the production of 
deinked recycled paper. The paper and pulp 
production from virgin pulp generates less 
wastes with less organics than deinked pulp 
(Monte et al. 2009). Paper mill sludge contain 
massive heavy metal, pathogen and parasites 
making it very easy to corrupt and produce odor 
causing secondary pollution to the environment 
and threat to human beings and animals (Liu et 
al. 2010). Therefore one of the most important 
tasks for environmental protection is the safe 
disposal of sludge from paper and pulp industry 
(Yu et al. 2002).  
 
The four main compounds in bio-oil obtained 
from waste paper pyrolysis are anhydrosugar, 
carboxyl compounds, carbonyl compounds and 
aromatic compounds (Li et al. 2005). The gases 
generated during pyrolysis of newspaper wastes 
are composed of H2, CO, CO2, and CH4 with a 
trace amount of C2H4 and C2H6 and the 
production of hydrogen rich gaseous fuel is 
favored at higher temperature and higher 
retention time (Bhuiyan et al. 2009). It was also 
reported that there is an increase in the yield of 
liquid and gaseous products with an increase in 
the solid waste pyrolysis temperature (Demirbaş 
2002), and char yield increases with an increase 
in the heating rate (Gupta et al. 1999). The 
performance of fast pyrolysis for energy transfer 
from paper waste sludge to liquid and solid 
products is considerable higher than vacuum 

and slow pyrolysis due to higher yield of 
condensable organic compounds and less water 
content (Ridout et al. 2016). Fast pyrolysis is 
quite promising due to low optimal reactor 
temperatures and high bio-oil yield. The non-
condensable gas yield increases due to 
promotion of exothermic reaction for high 
heating rates (Ridout et al. 2015). Biswal et al. 
(2013) have pyrolysed paper cup waste in a 
stainless steel semibatch reactor and found  that 
the pyrolytic liquid  contains around 18 types of 
compounds having carbon chain length in the 
range of C6 – C20, and can be used as valuable 
chemical feedstock . Jiang and Ma (2011) have 
reported that microwave pyrolysis of paper mill 
sludge was best performed when 5% NaOH was 
added as microwave absorber in CO2 
atmosphere. Reckamp et al. (2014) have 
subjected paper mill sludge to a combination of 
acid hydrolysis and torrefaction pretreatment 
and found that the bio-char yield was higher and 
ideal to be used as soil amendment agent or 
sorbent material. Mendez et al. (2014) have 
reported the use of bio-char from deinking 
paper sludge pyrolysis to treat nickel polluted 
soil.  
 
Calisto et al. (2014) have reported production of 
adsorbents obtained in the pyrolysis of paper 
mill sludge for the removal of highly consumed 
antidepressant (citalopram) from water. Devi 
and Saroha (2015) have studied the PAH toxicity 
and sorption behavior of bio-char obtained in 
the pyrolysis of paper mill effluent treatment 
plant and reported that the concentration of 
PAHs in bio-char were within the permissible 
limits prescribed by US EPA. Strezov and Evans 
(2009) have reported that a large fraction of 
mineral matter (56%) in the charcoal produced 
by pyrolysis of dry paper sludge and also found 
that the energy from bio-gas can utilized to 
recover the heat required for pyrolysis thus 
reducing the external heat supply requirement. 
Zhang et al. (2015g) have reported low 
temperature microwave assisted pyrolysis of 
paper deinking residue for simultaneously 
efficient fast recovery and separation of organic 
and inorganic content in which the organic 
fraction of bio-oil generated was a potential 
source of valuable aromatic compounds. Zhang 
et al. (2015f) have further reported the low 
temperature microwave assisted fast pyrolysis 
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of waste office papers (printed or photocopied) 
and the application of bio-oil as adhesive for 
aluminum-aluminum bonding. 
 
2. Co-pyrolysis of carbonaceous mixed feeds 
2.1 Biomass with other feeds 
The oil obtained from pyrolysis needs upgrading 
due to considerable amounts of oxygen in them 
making them unsuitable as a fuel due to low 
caloric value, corrosion problems, and 
instability. Generally upgrading is done by 
addition of a catalyst, solvent and large amount 
hydrogen, which make the process less cost 
efficient due to high costs of the additions  
(Abnisa and Daud 2014; Lee and Kim 2015). 
Therefore co-pyrolysis of wastes has gained 
importance due to the certain synergistic effects 
such as higher quantity and better quality of oil 
or limited supply of certain feedstock which thus 
improves the overall pyrolysis process (Oyedun 
et al. 2014; Sarkar and Chowdhury 2014). Liu et 
al. (2013) have reported the synergistic effects 
of the WEEEs and biomass occurring during the 
co-pyrolysis due to significantly higher yield of 
bio-oil than individual pyrolysis of components 
with no formation of polybrominated dibenzo-p-
dioxins. Sajdak and Muzyka (2014) have 
reported a reduction in heat energy 
requirement during co-pyrolysis of plastics with 
biomass thus showing synergistic effects. Xue et 
al. (2015) have observed an increase in the 
production of furan, acids and water with 
improved higher heating value of the resulting 
char due to significant synergetic effects during 
co-pyrolysis of red oak and high-density 
polyethylene (HDPE). Wang et al. (2016c) have 
reported an increase in gas and liquid yields but 
a decrease in char yield due to the synergetic 
effect during the co-pyrolysis of sewage sludge 
and wheat straw which also accelerated the 
pyrolysis reactions. Zhang et al. (2015c) have 
reported significant promotion of aromatics due 
to synergistic effect between corn stalk and food 
waste thus making catalytic co-pyrolysis an 
efficient method for production of aromatics 
and other petrochemicals. 
 
Several studies on the products of biomass co-
pyrolysis have been done. Goldfarb and Ceylan 
(2015) have studied the sustainability of second 
generation fuels by pyrolysis of highly volatile 
bituminous Pennsylvanian coal blended at 90, 

80, and 50 wt% with one of three biomasses: 
feed corn stover, brewer’s spent grains or cocoa 
shells. Paradela et al. (2009) have performed 
slow batch co-pyrolysis using mixtures of 
plastics, tires and forestry biomass wastes and 
found that the plastic content in the mixture 
affects the product yield and composition 
greatly. Ro et al. (2014) have performed co-
pyrolysis of swine manure with agricultural 
plastic waste and reported the potential of using 
pyrolysis technology to manage two prominent 
agricultural waste streams (spent plastic mulch 
films and swine solids) along with production of 
value-added biochar that could be used as a 
power source for local farm operations. Uzun 
and Yaman (2014) have reported the co-
pyrolysis of scrap tire and Juglans regia shell as 
environmental friendly process for production 
of valuable chemicals and fuels from the wastes.  
 
Alvarez et al. (2015) have studied the co-
pyrolysis of the sewage sludge and 
lignocellulosic biomass in a conical spouted bed 
reactor and reported minimization of the gas 
production reactions from bio-oil (mainly 
promoted by the catalytic activity of the ash in 
the sludge). Zhang et al. (2014) have carried out 
co-pyrolysis of pine sawdust and plastics 
(polyethylene, polypropylene, and polystyrene) 
in a catalytic fluidized bed reactor in order to 
improve the yield of hydrocarbons (aromatics 
and olefins). Zhou et al. (2015a) have conducted 
co-pyrolysis of three municipal solid waste 
(MSW) components (rice, poplar wood and PVC) 
and reported an increase in the generation of 
CO2 and CO at slower rate. Zhou et al. (2015c) 
have co-pyrolysed polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and 
biomass components (hemi-cellulose, cellulose 
and lignin) and have reported decrease in HCl 
and PAH yields and significant increase in tar 
yield. Onal et al. (2014) have carried out co-
pyrolysis of almond shell as biomass and high-
density polyethylene and found that the oils 
produced were having higher carbon (26% 
higher) and hydrogen content (78% higher), 
lower oxygen content (%86 less) with a higher 
heating value (38% higher) than those of 
biomass oil. 
 
Further upgrading of the product can be done by 
catalytic co-pyrolysis. Jin and Wang (2015) have 
reported equal mean temperature of mass loss 
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of the pyrolysis oil of rice husk and waste tires in 
1:1 ratio with SBA-15 catalyst and diesel, thus 
showing similar evaporation properties of 
pyrolysis oil and diesel. Pinto et al. (2013) have 
reported response surface methodology as a 
method for prediction of liquid yields from the 
pyrolysis of waste mixtures consisting of 10% of 
pine, 10% of scrap tyres and 80% recycled plastic 
as a suitable method for optimizing the 
experimental conditions that favor the 
formation of desired gaseous and liquid 
compounds. Yao et al. (2015) have reported 
ZSM-5 modification with P and P/Ni for 
improvement of catalyst's activity and life time 
for co-pyrolysis of biomass and plastics. Zhang et 
al. (2015b) have reported catalytic co-pyrolysis 
of corn stalk and high density polyethylene 
(HDPE) over HZSM-5 zeolite catalyst for 
promoting efficient production of aromatic 
hydrocarbons. Luo and Fu (2015) have reported 
the use of biomass tar for the production of 
directly reduced iron by co-pyrolysis of biomass 
tar and iron ore fines. Zhang et al. (2015e) have 
carried out co-pyrolysis of sewage sludge and 
biomass in a vacuum reactor and reported 
higher gas yield of the blend fuel than both the 
individual parent fuels thus approving the 
method feasible for fuel production. Zhang et al. 
(2011) have studied fraction distribution of 
heavy metals in co-pyrolysis of sewage sludge 
and corn straw and reported that the carbon 
residues obtained were nonhazardous and safe. 
 
2.2 Coal and RDF with other feeds 
Co-pyrolysis with coal is a good waste 
management option due to high energy 
obtained during pyrolysis as well as co-pyrolysis 
of the coal (Coimbra et al. 2015). The 
composition and quantity of products during 
these processes depend greatly on the coal type, 
pyrolysis temperature and heating method (Ding 
et al. 2015). The evolution of gases is increased 
by rising the temperature and longer residence 
time resulting into secondary cracking of tar and 
gaseous hydrocarbons (Reichel et al. 2015). 
During coal pyrolysis, there is a decrease in the 
differences in the nitrogen distribution in the 
char precursors to the extent that it cannot 
influence the formation of nitrogen oxides 
during combustion of chars significantly (Pels et 
al. 1995). The formation of NH3 can be promoted 
by the presence of NaOH, KOH and Ca(OH)2 

which however suppresses HCN formation 
(Ohtsuka et al. 1997). Similarly, sulfur containing 
gases are evolved during coal pyrolysis and co-
pyrolysis (Calkins 1987; Cleyle et al. 1984). Wang 
et al. (2016a) have reported CO2 atmosphere to 
be very beneficial for release of H2S, COS and SO2 
into gas phase during pyrolysis, thus removing 
the sulfur from coals. Pyrolysis of refuse derived 
fuel (RDF) which is generated from municipal 
solid waste treatment plants is a temperature 
dependent energy recovery process (Manyà et 
al. 2015; Tippayawong et al. 2008). 
 
Bicakova and Straka (2016) have co-pyrolysed 
waste tire/coal mixtures and reported the 
production of smokeless fuel/carbonaceous 
sorbent along with a high yield of tar and gases 
with high amount of hydrogen and methane. 
Melendi-Espina et al. (2015) have reported 
synergistic effect between coal and plastic 
wastes which changed the composition of the 
volatiles evolved, promoted interactions 
between the components and had negative 
effects on coal fluidity. Montiano et al. (2016) 
have carried out pyrolysis of two types of coals, 
sawdust and coal tar and reported independent 
thermal decomposition of the components 
without any apparent synergism and Alias et al. 
(2012) also found similar results during co-
pyrolysis of the coal and Refuse Derive Fuel 
(RDF). Lei et al. (2016) have reported 
pretreatment of lignite coal with ionic liquids at 
low temperature leading to the increase in yield 
of oil fractions in the products. Tyler (1980) have 
reported flash pyrolysis of bituminous coal in a 
small scale fluidized bed reactor with an increase 
in the yield of CH4 in H2 atmosphere. Rizkiana et 
al. (2016) have reported an improvement in the 
quality of co-pyrolysis oil of low-rank coal and 
biomass in presence of Mg-modified ultra-stable 
Y type zeolite. Whyte et al. (2015) have reported 
the formation of catalytic bio-oil from pyrolysis 
of RDF char and oyster shell with similar density, 
heating value and viscosity as conventional 
diesel fuel. Tang et al. (2015) have reported an 
interactive effect during co-pyrolysis of Shenmu 
coal and cotton stalk leading to an increased tar 
yield. Vamvuka et al. (2003) pyrolysed olive 
kernel, forest and cotton residues mixed with 
lignite coal and reported higher thermochemical 
reactivity which make them ‘solid biofuels’ 
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which can produce faster and higher quantity of 
volatile compounds in fast kinetics. 
 
2.3 Municipal solid wastes 
Pyrolysis of municipal solid wastes is an 
attractive alternative to incineration for energy 
and resource recovery (Chen et al. 2014). The 
product yield and composition is affected largely 
by the feedstock, the pyrolysis temperature, the 
heating rate and the type of reactor adopted 
(Han et al. 2015; Nurul Islam et al. 2005). Several 
studies have been reported for the influence of 
synergetic interactions during co-pyrolysis of 
various feeds. Zuo et al. (2014) have conducted 
co-pyrolysis of sewage sludge and popular 
sawdust and reported characteristic change in 
the top phase oil due to the synergetic reactions 
that took place during co-pyrolysis. Zhou et al. 
(2014) have co-pyrolysed orange peel, tissue 
paper and PVC from MSW and reported that the 
production of alkyls and alkenes was inhibited 
during pyrolysis at low temperature and residue 
increased. Zhou et al. (2015b) have reported 
intense interactions between PVC and rice, 
poplar wood, tissue paper, wool, terylene, and 
rubber powder during their co-pyrolysis leading 
to promotion of low temperature pyrolysis. Fang 
et al. (2015) have co-pyrolysed paper sludge and 
municipal solid wastes in different proportions 
and different heating rates and reported an 
increase in the initial temperature with increase 
in paper sludge proportion. Ren et al. (2009) 
have conducted co-pyrolysis of cotton stalk and 
municipal solid wastes with high ash content and 
low calorific value and    reported an increase in 
weight loss as well as NH3 emissions with an 
increase in mass proportion of stalk. Wang et al. 
(2016b) have reported co-pyrolysis of 
microalgae and sewage sludge as a promising 
way to decrease feedstock cost and realize 
alternative fuel production and to avoid the high 
ash content and low heat value.  
 
A few negative synergistic effects have also been 
reported in literature. Kim et al. (2010) have 
reported negligible interactions between the 
components of the feed during the co-pyrolysis 
of different components of municipal solid 
wastes (polyethylene, cellulose, lignin and 
sawdust from vinal wood). Wu et al. (1997) have 
reported insignificant effect of interactions on 
the rate of pyrolysis of paper mixture from 

municipal solid wastes. Chen et al. (2016b) have 
reported negative synergistic effects during the 
co-pyrolysis of pork and polypropylene leading 
to hindered rate of pork pyrolysis and lower 
weight loss of the blends than the individual 
feeds. Fang et al. (2016) have studied the effect 
of MgO (magnesium oxide), Al2O3 (alumina) and 
ZnO (zinc oxide) additives and reported 
reduction of initial temperatures and activation 
energies. AlOthman et al. (2011) have reported 
the formation of activated carbon with high 
adsorption efficiency during co-pyrolysis of 
mixed solid wastes (biomass, cartons and 
polystyrene) at low carbonization temperatures. 
Cao et al. (2014) have developed a novel and 
improved waste pyrolysis test system with 
efficient rotary pyrolysis kiln working and high 
calorific power composite gas generation 
efficiency. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Pyrolysis can be universally applied to all sorts of 
carbonaceous wastes with excellent energy and 
material recovery. The products obtained can 
not only be used as fuels due to their high 
calorific value, but also can be a source of many 
valuable chemicals required in industry. Due to 
mass and volume reduction to great extent, it 
can lessen the pressure on land resources 
caused due to landfilling while the reaction time 
is very short and hence can be used in small 
systems with high throughput. Further research 
is required product upgrading and 
commercialization of the process. Co-pyrolysis 
can provide cheap and assuring approach for 
this purpose. More studies on the interactions of 
feeds during co-pyrolysis are required. The 
presence of halides, sulfides and heavy metals in 
the products can pose a severe challenge to the 
use of these products. Use of catalyst, 
microwave assisted heating, various 
pretreatment processes, efficient reactor design 
and optimum reaction conditions can improve 
the quality as well quantity of the desired 
products.  
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ABSTRACT 
In this study a simple, environment friendly 
and cost-effective method has been developed 
to synthesize metallic nanoparticles (NPs) from 
plant leaves. The study proposes that 
magnetite NPs can be synthesized using 
banana leaves as reducing agent. The effect of 
temperature and concentration of reducing 
agent on absorbance of solution was studied; 
optimization of the parameters was done using 
response surface methodology (RSM) as per 
central composite design (CCD). The results of 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Fourier Transform 
Infrared spectrometer (FTIR) indicated 
formation of iron oxide crystalline NPs in which 
polyols such as flavones, terpenoids and 
polysaccharides acted as reducing and capping 
agent. The characterization of synthesized 
magnetite NPs was also done through 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 
nanoparticle size analyzer and UV-Visible 
spectroscopy. 
 
KEYWORDS 
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INTRODUCTION 
The advances in nano science and technology 
have made humans believe that it can 
ameliorate their current living standard (Priest 
2006).  
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The specific characteristics of nanoparticles 
such as shape, size, and distribution can be 
utilized in various fields of applications, which 
make it a topic of interest for researchers 
globally (Zargar et al. 2011). The synthesis of 
Fe3O4nanoparticles (MFeNPs) has been carried 
out because of its unique properties, such as 
being super paramagnetic (Mahdavian & 
Mirrahimi 2010), biocompatible, 
biodegradable, and non-toxic to human beings 
(Wei et al. 2006; Zhao et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 
2013). These properties of MFeNPs make them 
applicable in various areas, such as catalysis 
(Gwande and Varma 2013; Sharad et al. 2014), 
magnetic storage media (Terris & Thomson 
2005), biosensors (Kavitha et al. 2013), 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (Haw et al. 
2010; Qiao & Gao 2009), and targeted drug 
delivery (Salem et al. 2015; Li et al. 2012; Wani 
et al. 2014). 
 
MFeNPs can be fabricated through various 
methods such as sol-gel method (Lemine et al. 
2012), solid state synthesis (Paiva et al. 2015), 
and flame spray synthesis (Kumfer et al. 2010).  
The chemical and physical methods of 
synthesis involve complicated procedures and 
are very time consuming while green synthesis 
method is much easier and safer to use. The 
green synthesis of NPs is a new scheme and 
researchers are still studying its outcomes. Few 
successful studies in synthesizing MFeNPs by 
using plant extract have been done before. For 
instance, fruit extract of Artemisia annua 
(Basavegowda et al. 2014), leaf extract of 
Perillafrutescens (Basavegowda et al. 2014), 
Tridaxprocumbens (Senthil & Ramesh 2012) 
and caricaya papaya (Latha et al. 2014), peel 
extract of plantain (Venkateswarlu et al. 2013), 
and also seed extract of grape 
proanthocyanidin (Narayanan et al. 2012). 
However, only few studies have been done 
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using marine plants for the synthesis of 
MFeNPs. 
 
In the present work, Response Surface 
Methodology (RSM) is applied to see the effect 
of temperature and reducing agent 
concentration on the synthesis of MFeNPs 
using banana leaves as reducing agent thereby 
providing a green route of NPs synthesis. 
Synthesized NPs were then characterized using 
different techniques.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Optimization  
The optimization of magnetite nanoparticles 
was performed by 13 experiments as per Table 
1 and the values of each response was 
measured as solution absorbance at maximum 
wavelength of MFeNPs. 
 
The quadratic model was checked, using the 
Design- Expert 7.0, trial version for ANOVA and 
the results are shown in Table 2. P-values were 
used as a tool to check the significance of each 
coefficient which also indicates the interaction 
strength of each parameter. In the present 
study, the F-value (28.44276) and P-values (p = 
0.0009) indicated statistical significance of the 
obtained model. The degree of significance 
shows that the quadratic effects of 
temperature and concentration of reducing 
agent are significant; which means they can act 
as limiting factors and little variation in their 
value will alter the production rate. (Hamed et 
al. 2014) Value of adjusted R2= 0.9196 
suggested that total variation of 91.96% of 
absorbance is attributed to the independent 
variables and only 8.04% cannot be explained 
by the model.  
 
A second-order polynomial model (equation 1) 
was proposed to calculate the optimum levels 
of dependent and independent variables and 
to determine the maximum MFeNPssynthesis 
corresponding to theoptimum levels of 
temperature and concentration of reducing 
agent. By applying the multiple regression 
analysis on experimental data, the second-
order polynomial equation that defines 
predicted response (Absorbance) in terms of 
the independent variables (A, B) was obtained. 

 
 Absorbance  = −0.19907 +
0.011524A − 0.074627B + .00105160AB −
0.0000624497A2 +  0.00427503B2 

  ………..(1) 
 

With the increase in temperature and 
concentration of reducing agent, absorbance 
of synthesized NPs increases (Fig. 1) which 
indicates increase in concentration of MFeNPs. 
According to the RSM, the results predicted by 
the model showed that the maximum 
absorbance can be achieved when the 
temperature and concentration of reducing 
agent are set at 70.470Cand 2.5 g/100mL 
respectively. The maximum predicted value of 
absorbance obtained was 0.328339. Under 
suggested conditions, the mean value of the 
absorbance was found to be 0.3278, which is 
in agreement with the predicted value. 
 
Characterization 
UV -Visible  spectral Analysis 
Fig. 2 shows the UV-visible absorption 
spectrum of MFeNPs synthesized using banana 
leaves. The absorption peak at 360 nm 
indicates the presence of MFeNPs. (Chaki et al. 
2015). 
The appearance of green to grayish black 
colour of colloidal solution indicates the 
formation of MFeNPs with the increasing time 
(Fig. 3). (Latha et al. 2014) The colour changes 
arise due to the excitation of the surface 
plasma resonance (SPR) phenomenon typically 
of MFeNPs (Shankar et al. 2004). The optical 
absorption spectrum of MFeNPs depends on 
the particle size, shape, state of aggregation 
and the surrounding dielectric medium. (Petla 
et al. 2012) 
 
Particle size analysis 
Dynamic Light Scattering technique, TEM and 
XRD technique were used for particles size 
analysis of MFeNPs and shown in Figs. 4a-c and 
Table 3. From the light scattering technique, 
mean particle size of the nano particle was 31 
nm. (Fig. 4a).  The TEM images of MFeNPs 
synthesized by banana leaves showed 
spherical morphology in (Fig. 4b) and the size 
ranged from 45 to 120 nm with an average 
diameter of 72 nm. (Fig. 4c) shows four peaks 
for the XRD pattern of MFeNPsat 35.7561°, 
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43.8031°, 54.6528° and 64.2351° with (311), 
(400), (422) and (440) Miller indices 
respectively. (JCPDS card no. 00-003-0863) 
(Yen et al. 2016) DOI 10.1186/s11671-016-
1498-2. The synthesized particles had 19.22% 
of crystallinity which was calculated from the 
(400) peak. Thus, the MFeNPs had more 
amorphous structure. The reason being the 
fast-chemical reaction during synthesis which 

resulted in no clear reflection peak due to 
other crystalline phase, which might be 
present as impurity. Thus, the nano particles 
essentially consists of a binary mixture of the 
two spinel magnetic iron oxides, meaning 
magnetite-Fe3O4 and maghemite - γFe2O3. 
{Ref: Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic 
Materials 324 (2012) 1753–1757}] 

 

Table 1: CCD experimental run of trials for synthesis of MFeNPs 
 
 

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Value p-value (Prob> F) 

Model 0.310919 5 0.062184 28.44276 0.0002 

Pure error 0.01044 4 0.00261   

R2 0.9531     

Adj. R2 91.96%     

 
Table 2 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) for optimization of synthesis of MFeNPs 

Run 
Temperature Concentration of reducing agent 

(gm/100 ml) 
Absorbance at 360nm 

(° C)  Experimental Predicted 

1 50 7.5 0.3001 0.296131 

2 75 7.5 0.5507 0.586254 

3 50 5 0.2361 0.217654 

4 75 5 0.5204 0.442052 

5 50 2.5 0.1702 0.192615 

6 100 2.5 0.4371 0.431898 

7 100 7.5 0.8299 0.798315 

8 75 5 0.4647 0.442052 

9 100 5 0.5516 0.588387 

10 75 5 0.4443 0.442052 

11 75 2.5 0.3685 0.351287 

12 75 5 0.3885 0.442052 

13 75 5 0.4107 0.442052 
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Fig. 1 Response surface plot of Absorbance vs Temperature and concentration of reducing         
agent Fig. 2 UV-Vis absorption spectrum of MFeNPs solutions at different time intervals.      
Fig. 3 Images of MFeNPs solutions at different time intervals. 
 
The average particle size was calculated by 
Debey–Scherrer’s formula, 

𝐷 =  
0.94𝜆

𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛳
 

 
Where λ is X-ray wavelength (0.15406 nm), β is 
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 
diffraction peak in radians, ϴ is Bragg’s 
diffraction angle respectively. The particle  
size obtained was 61.94 nm. (Prabhu et al. 
2015) 
 

The calculated particle size by the XRD, TEM 
and Dynamic Light Scattering technique are 
listed in Table 3. The differences in the particle 
size for these techniques may be due to the 
aggregation during the sample preparation. 
(Liu & Hurt 2010)  
 
Energy Dispersive X-Ray analysis 
Fig. 5 shows the Energy-Dispersive Absorption 
Spectroscopy of derived MFeNPs, which 
confirmed the presence of elemental iron by 
the signals in the range of 6 to 6.5 keV. 
(Muhammad et al. 2016) 
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Fourier transforms infrared spectroscopy  
FTIR measurements were carried out to 
identify the possible bio-molecules responsible 
for the reduction of ferrous sulphate and 
capping of the reduced MFeNPs (Fig. 6). The 
banana leaves and the synthesized MFeNPs 
were subjected to FTIR that showed various 
bands, the O-H stretching around 3400cm-1 
shows the presence of hydroxyl groups from 
the polyols such as flavones, terpenoids and 
polysaccharides present in the leaf extract. The 
bands at 1645 cm-1 and 1041cm-1 denotes the 
presence of organic material in the sample 
majorly contributed by banana leaves. The 
rational decrease in intensity of O-H stretching 
might be due to interaction of nanoparticles. 
These bands confirmed the presence of 
compounds like flavonoids and terpenoids and 
hence may be held responsible for efficient 
capping and stabilization of obtained 
magnetite nanoparticles. (Ting et al. 2014; 
Balamurughan et al. 2014)  
 
 

Crystallite size (nm) 

Debey-
Scherrer 
formula 

Dynamic Light 
Scattering 
technique 

TEM 

61.94 31 72 

 

Table 3 Particle size of MFeNPs calculated 
by different methods 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 4 a. Particle size of MfeNPs. b. TEM 
image of MfeNPs c. XRD pattern of MfeNPs 
 
 
 
 
 

a 

b 
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Fig. 5 EDX pattern of synthesized MFeNPs 

 
 

Fig. 6 FTIR spectrum of banana leaf and magnetite nanoparticles 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Materials  
Ferrous sulphateheptahydrate FeSO4.7H2O 
(Mol. Wt. 278.01) and acetic acid of analytical 
grade were obtained. 
 
Synthesis of MFeNPs  
Banana leaves collected from the institute 
campus were washed with distilled water and 
cut into small pieces. 100 ml of 0.1 M aqueous 

solutions of ferrous sulfate was prepared in a 
conical flask using distilled water and then pH 
3 was adjusted with the help of acetic acid. In 
this salt solution, banana leaves were added 
while stirring continuously on a shaker bath 
machine (RossariLabtech, Mumbai, India) at 70 
rpm for two hours. Experiments were carried 
out according to the Design of Expert 7 to study 
the effect of two parameters: temperature and 
concentration of reducing agent on 
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absorbance of MFeNPs. Reduction of ferrous 
sulphate into MFeNPs was observed through 
change in colour of solution from light yellow 
to greyish black, confirming the formation of 
NPs (Latha et al. 2014). After complete 
reduction of the ferrous sulphate, the solution 
was filtered through nylon mesh. The residual 
solution which contained NPs was centrifuged 
for 15 min at 12,000 rpm later washed with 
distilled water and then dried in oven at 80 °C. 
 
Experimental Design 
When the design economy and precise 
prediction variance are desired the use of 
second-order designs such as central 
composite design (CCD) plays vital role. In the 
present study, central composite design was 
used to study the effect of independent 
variables, i.e. temperature and concentration 
of reducing agent on the response (absorbance 
of MFeNPs).  
 
Characterization 
UV-Visible spectrophotometer (UV-1800 ENG 
240 V, Shimadzu, Japan) was used for the 
analysis of synthesized MFeNPs periodically as 
a function of time in the wavelengths ranging 
from 200-800 nm with a resolution of 1 nm. 
The particle size analysis was done using nano 
particle size analyser (SALD 7500 nano, 
Shimadzu, Japan). Surface morphology was 
studied with transmission electron microscopy 
(Phillips TEM-200 Supertwin STEM, 
accelerating voltage-200kV, resolution-0.23 
nm). Crystallographic study of NPs was carried 
out using X-ray diffractometer (Shimadzu XRD-
6100, Japan) with CuK α radiation from 
40kV/30mA using the 2θ range of 20–70º. 
Chemical functional group identification on 
MFeNPs was determined using FTIR (FTIR 
8400S Shimadzu, Japan) in the spectral range 
of 750-4000 cm-1and elemental analysis was 
done in the Na-U channel using EDAX (EDX-
720, Shimadzu, Japan). 

 
CONCLUSION 
MFeNPswere successfully synthesized using 
banana leaves as a reducing agent. The protein 
present in banana leaves was responsible for 
reduction of ferrous sulphate into 
MFeNPswhich is also present on the surface of 

nanoparticle and provide stability. The 
formation of nanoparticles was accompained 
with change colour of the solution from light 
yellow to grayish black giving absorbance peak 
at 360 nm in UV-visible spectroscopy. For 
maximum absorbance (0.328339) the 
optimized conditions were 70.47˚C 
temperature and 2.5 gm/100mL concentration 
of reducing agent as per CCD. The MFeNPs 
formed were of predominantly spherical in 
shape and crystalline in nature with 
crystallinity of 19.2212%. The average particle 
size of magnetite nanoparticles was 31 nm, 
61.94nm and 72nm observed with Particle size 
analyser, XRD and TEM respectively. 
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Rapid method for determination of dehydro abietic 
acid in gum rosin and disproportionate rosin by 
proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy 

 
Ravindra Kumar*, K. Chattopadhyay, Bantu Bhasker, Sujit Mondal,                                 
J. Christopher and G.S. Kapur 
  
ABSTRACT 
In present work a simple, direct and rapid 
method developed based on proton nuclear 
magnetic resonance spectroscopy for the 
quantitative determination of dehydroabietic 
acid in gum rosin and disproportionated rosins 
and validated. This method can also be applied 
to the determination of other acids of gum 
rosins like abietic acid, pimaric acid isopimaric 
acid, palustric acid, neo abietic acid, 
levopimaric acid, tetrahydro abietic acid, 
dihydro abietic acid. Dehydroabietic acid has 
been estimated using aromatic proton while 
vinyl propton was used for estimation of other 
acids in gum rosins. Analysis of rosin acid 
methyl ester derivative in disproportionated 
rosins was also carried out by gas 
chromatography-mass spectroscopy to 
identify peak of dehydro abeitic acid along 
with abeitic acid based on their mass 
fragmentation pattern and quantified using 
gas chromatography with flame ionization 
detector. Good correlation was observed 
between the results of gas chromatography 
with flame ionization detector with newly 
developed nuclear magnetic resonance 
method. 
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Dehydro abietic acid, disproportionate rosin, 
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, gas 
chromatography-mass spectroscopy. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Rosin acid is a raw material used in adhesives 
industry either as such or derivatives. Three 
sources of rosin are used for resin manufacture 
viz., gum rosin, wood rosin and tall oil rosin, all 
generated from the pine tree. Rosin acid unlike 
hydrocarbon resins, is not a polymer. It is a 
blend of distinct molecules. Rosin acid is a 
mixture of eight closely related rosin acids 
characterized by three fused six-carbon rings, 
double bonds that vary in number and 
location, and a single carboxylic acid group. 
The ratio of these isomers in rosin depends on 
the collection method and the species of the 
tree from which the rosin was harvested.  
 
Gum rosin was once the only commercial 
source of rosin. It is the oleoresin (pine gum) of 
the living pine tree. The harvesting of the 
oleoresin is simple, involving only periodic 
wounding of the tree and collecting the sap 
into cups. Gum rosin contains abietic acid (AA) 
(Fig. 1a), dehydro abietic acid (DAA) (Fig. 1b), 
pimaric acid, isopimaric acid, palustric acid, 
neo abietic acid, levopimaric acid, tetrahydro 
abietic acid and dihydro abietic acid. Major 
component of gum rosin is AA, which has a 
conjugated diene and is easily oxidizable. The   
stability of gum rosin increases by 
disproportionation reaction to produce 
disproportionate rosin (DPR) that is resistance 
to oxidation. Dehydro abietic acid (DAA) is the 
main component of DPR rosin, an important 
rosin derivative used industrially in paper 
sizing, coating compositions, synthetic resins 
and especially an emulsifying agent in the 
manufacturing of styrene butadiene rubber. 
There are several commercial grades of DPR 
rosins available in the market containing 30 to 
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65% DAA. Variation in disproportion processes 
causes considerable variation in DAA content 
as result of incomplete disproportion of the 
conjugated diene acids such as abietic, 
neoabietic and palustic acids. This reduces the 
overall stability to oxidation and the usefulness 
of the end product, hence need for a method 
of DAA quantitation. 

                                                     
Fig. 1 Structure of a. Abietic Acid and b. 
Dehydro Abietic Acid  
 
The need to find a simple, rapid, accurate and 
reproducible method for quantitative analyses 
of DAA in gum rosins and DPR for the 
usefulness of gum resins. There is no method 
available for direct estimation of Dehydro 
Abietic Acid and different isomers of Abeitic 
acid in gum rosin and DPR. Separation of the 
methyl esters of resin acids has been carried 
out by gas chromatography (Huddy JA, 1959; 
Nestler and Zinkel, 1963) and estimation of 
diterpene and fatty acids (Joye et al., 1974; 
Nestler and Zinkel, 1967; Zingle and Engler, 
1977; Holmbom et al., 1974; Foster and Zinkel 
1982) by gas-liquid chromatography and 
capillary gas chromatography-mass 
spectrometry. Total abietic type acids can be 
determined by acid isomerization and 
determination of the abietic acids by the gas 
liquid chromatography of the methyl esters 
(Hans and Zinkel, 1991; Hanson and Kulkarni 
1972; Mayr et al., 1982). In particular 
situations, other techniques may be more 
suitable than gas chromatography, first due to 
hydrogen bonding; unmodified fatty acids and 
rosin acids cannot be volatilized at 
atmospheric pressure without undergoing 
decomposition. So, it is necessary to convert 
the free acids to the more volatile and more 
stable methyl esters, prior to chromatographic 
separation. Secondly, the presence of fatty 
acid esters in the sample would result in 

transesterification during the derivatization 
step that may affect the results. 
 
In the present work, a new analytical method 
based on proton nuclear magnetic resonance 
(1H NMR) spectroscopy has been developed for 
the direct estimation of dehydroabietic acid in 
gum rosin and disproportionated rosins. This 
method can also be applied for the 
determination of other acids of gum rosins like 
Abietic acid (AA), pimaric acid, isopimaric acid, 
palustric acid, neo abietic acid, levopimaric 
acid, tetrahydro abietic acid, dihydro abietic 
acid. DAA has been estimated using aromatic 
proton and other acids have been estimated 
using unsaturated proton by quantitative NMR 
(qnmr). Gas chromatography-mass 
spectroscopy (GC-MS) analysis of methyl ester 
derivative of rosin acid and its DPR was carried 
out for detection of Dehydro Abeitic acid (DAA) 
based on their mass fragmentation pattern (EI, 
70 eV) and NIST library matching. However, 
their content in samples was estimated by gas 
chromatography with flam ionization detector 
(GC-FID). The outcome of NMR analysis was 
validated with GC results to check the 
appropriateness of the developed method, 
and good correlation was found. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
All gum rosins and DPR NMR spectra were 
recorded in acetone-d6 instead of Chloroform-
d due to auto-oxidation of gum rosins in 
Chloroform-d. This auto oxidation of gum 
resins in chloroform starts after 30 minutes 
and the residual peak of chloroform at 7.26 
ppm overlap with DAA peaks in 1H NMR 
spectrum of gum rosin and DPR; hence 
acetone-d6 is the best solvent for estimation 
of DAA.   
 
The chemical shifts of the protons were more 
difficult to assign because of extensive overlap 
caused mainly by proton-proton coupling 
interactions. The assignments of 1H NMR 
spectrum of gum rosin and DPR have been 
assigned as per Landucci et al., 1991, which is 
given in Table 1. 1H NMR spectra of different 
origin gum rosins are given in Fig. 2 with their 
olefinic and aromatic regions and 1H NMR 
spectrum of DPR is given in Fig.3. 
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The vinyl protons of abietic acid (2) appeared 
at 5.76 ppm (1H, s) and at 5.35 ppm (1H, 
broad), levopimaric acid (3) appeared at 5.56 
ppm (1H, s) and at 5.16 ppm (1H, broad), and 
only one vinyl proton in palustric acid (4) 
appeared at 5.38 ppm (1H, s). The protons of 
neoabietic acid (5) appeared at 6.21 ppm (1H, 
s) and Pimaric acid (6) at 4.95-4.84 (2H, m) and 
5.84-5.71 (1H, m). For quantitative 
determination of the component acids present 
in the rosin acid, the respective areas of the 

vinyl proton signals were used throughout this 
work. Dehydroabietic acid which appeared at 
7.34-6.87 ppm (3H) (1) and neoabietic acid (5) 
were able to be determined without being 
disturbed by the presence of other rosin acids. 
Abietic acid (2), levopimaric acid (3), palustric 
acid (4) and pimeric acid (6) were interfered by 
other rosin acid peaks which are also 
estimated using their characteristic peak 
integrations which is given in Table 1. Stacked 
1H NMR spectra of reactant (Gum rosin) and 
treated rosin (DPR) has been given in Fig. 4. 

 

S. No Rosin Acids Chemical Shift used for quantification (ppm) No of Protons 

1 Dehydroabietic acid 7.34-6.87 (IDA) 3H 

2 Abietic acid 5.76   (IA) 1H 

3 Levopimaric acid 5.16 (IL) 1H 

4 Palustric acid 5.38 (IP) 1H 

5 Neoabietic acid 6.21 (IN) 1H 

6 Pimeric acid 4.95-4.84 (IPM) 

5.84-5.71 (Ipm) 

2H 

 
Table 1 Characteristic peaks of different type rosin acids 

  

 
Fig. 2 1H NMR spectra of different origin Gum rosins 
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          Fig. 3 Olefinic and aromatic regions of disproportionate rosin 1H NMR spectra 
 

DAA has been estimated using aromatic proton 
and other acids have been estimated using 
vinyl proton. Three aromatic protons 
integration of DAA has been used for 
quantitative estimation of DAA. The amount 
(%) of DAA (WDA) has been estimated by 
quantitative 1H NMR experimentation while 
compared with known amount of HMDSO 
(WHMDSO). The following equations have been 
used for the estimation. 
 

   WDA = (WHMDSO*MDA*NHMDSO*IDA) / 
(MHMDSO*NDA*IHMDSO)    

 
= 0.11085*(WHMDSO*MDA*IDA) / 

(NDA*IHMDSO) ------------------ (1) 
 

Where, WDA = Weight of component to be 
estimated, WHMDSO = Weight of HMDSO taken, 
MDA = Molecular weight of component, IDA = 
Integral value of the relevant chemical shift 
region of the component, NDA = Number of 
protons in the chemical shift region with 

integral IDA, IHMDSO = Integration value for 
HMDSO at 0.07, NHMDSO = 18 and MHMDSO = 
162.38.  
 
An analogous equation has been used to estimate 
other acids and given as follows: 
 

Wx = (WHMDSO*Mx*NHMDSO*Ix) / 
(MHMDSO*Nx*IHMDSO)    

 
= 0.11085*(WHMDSO*Mx*Ix) / 

(NA*IHMDSO) ------------------ (2) 
 
Where, Wx = Weight of acid to be estimated, 
WHMDSO = Weight of HMDSO taken, Mx = 
Molecular weight of acid, Ix = Integral value of 
the relevant chemical shift region of the acid as 
given in Table 1, Nx = Number of protons in the 
chemical shift region with integral Ix as given in 
Table 1, IHMDSO = Integration value for HMDSO 
at 0.07, NHMDSO = 18 and MHMDSO = 162.38.  

X: ppm 
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Characteristics peak of abietic acid at 5.76 ppm 
overlapped with pimeric acid one proton (Ipm), so 
IA has been estimated as per eq.  3. 
 
IA = Ipm – IPM/2 ------- (3) 
 
DAA estimated in DPR of different origin gum 
rosins by 1H NMR is, given in Table II. Analysis 
of rosin acid methyl ester derivative in DPR was 
carried out in GC-MS to identify peak of 
Dehydro Abeitic acid (DAA) along with Abeitic 
acid (AA) based on their mass fragmentation 
pattern (EI, 70 eV). The peak eluting at 22.185 
minutes was compared to Dehydroabeitic acid 
(DAA) and unambiguously confirmed by NIST 
library matching. Dehydroabeitic and Abeitic 
acid were quantified in DPR treated rosin acids 
using GC-FID (Fig. 5) and results were 
compared with newly developed NMR method 
(Table 2). A good correlation was observed 
between NMR and GC results for DAA in DPR. 
Other rosin acids have also been estimated in 
different origins DPR by 1H NMR spectroscopy, 
which is given in Table 3.  
 
After the synthesis of DPR from gum rosins, it 
has been observed that, 75-80% of abeitic acid, 

neoabeitic acid and palusteric acid were 
converted in DAA while 40-45% of pimeric acid 
and isopemeric acids were converted in DAA.  
It is important to mention here that 
isomerization of levopimaric acid and 
neoabietic acid into abeitic acid followed by 
auto-oxidation to DAA was observed in 
Chloroform–d after a certain time (6 hours). 
Several investigations have been made for the 
transformations of individual component resin 
acids during rosin disproportionate (Fleck and 
Palkin 1937; Fleck and Palkin1938; Mostafalu 
et al., 2017) 
 
CONCLUSION 
A simple, direct and rapid 1H NMR method for 
the quantitative determination of 
dehydroabietic acid in gum rosin and 
disproportionated rosins was developed and 
validated. This NMR method has also applied 
for the determination of other acids of gum 
rosins like Abietic acid (AA), pimaric acid 
isopimaric acid, palustric acid, neo abietic acid, 
levopimaric acid, tetrahydro abietic acid and 
dihydro abietic acid. 

 
 

Sample DAA (Wt%) 

 NMR GC 

GR-1 59.6 58.9 

GR-2 52.1 52.2 

GR-3 53.5 53.5 

GR-4 54.7 54.3 

GR-5 60.7 61.2 

 

Table 2 Dehydroabeitic acid in DPR by 1H NMR and GC method 
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Fig.4: Stacked 1H NMR spectra of a. reactant (Gum rosin) and b. treated rosin (DPR) 

 

 
 
Fig. 5 GC-FID chromatogram of methyl ester derivative of gum rosin acid (b.) and it’s DPR (a.) 

a. 

b. 

Dehydroabietic acid 

Dehydroabietic acid 

Abietic acid 

Abietic acid 

b. 

a. 

Neoabietic 
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Sample DAA (Wt%) 

 NMR GC 

GR-1 59.6 58.9 

GR-2 52.1 52.2 

GR-3 53.5 53.5 

GR-4 54.7 54.3 

GR-5 60.7 61.2 

 

Table 2 Dehydroabeitic acid in DPR by 1H NMR and GC method 
 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Sample 
Gum resins from China and India origin and 
their DPR have been used for this study.  
 
Synthesis of DPR 
Disproportionate reaction of gum rosin was 
carried out by using Palladium charcoal 
catalyst. In Disproportionation experiment, 
100g of gum rosin was heated under nitrogen 
(hot plate) in a 250 ml of glass bottle equipped 
with magnetic stirrer and thermometer. The 
5% Pd on charcoal catalyst (290 mg) was added 
when temperature reached to 230°C and then 
the reaction temperature was slowly increased 
to 270°C. The mixture was heated at 270°C for 
6 hours. The reaction mixture was cooled to RT 
and then the solid was dissolved in 
dichloromethane and filtered. The final 
product, DPR was obtained after removal of 
the solvent. 

  
Sample Preparation 
The sample of gum rosin and DPR (40 to 60 mg) 
were weighed into a NMR tube with its cap 
fitted at the top and allowed it to reach 
equilibrium. The standard reference 
compound (5 to 15 mg) was then added and 
recorded the amount up to 5 digits for both the 
cases. The sample was then diluted with CDCl3 
(~0.7 mL) and recorded the spectra.  
 
A highly sensitive balance (Sartorius BP 211D, 
Gottingen, Germany) was used to weigh the 
sample and standard (upto 5-decimal). The 
methyl peak of HMDSO was used as a 

frequency reference and set to 0.07 ppm 
downfield from TMS.  

 
Selection of a Suitable Reference Compound 
for Quantitative NMR Spectroscopy 
For quantitative 1H NMR spectroscopy, 
hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO) has been 
selected as an excellent internal reference 
standard which meets all the desirable 
characteristics. Purity of HMDSO used has also 
been thoroughly checked. It has been found 
that increasing the relaxation delay from 5s to 
20s does significantly influences the integral 
value and so most of the samples were 
recorded with 20s relaxation delay.  
 
NMR Method 
All proton NMR spectra were recorded on a 
Jeol ECA-500 NMR spectrometer operating at 
the proton frequency of 500 MHz, spectral 
width 7512 Hz (-2.5-12.5 ppm), 90° pulse = 10.7 
µs, relaxation delay = 20s, digital resolution 
0.49 Hz/point. 32 repetitions were averaged 
with 32K data point and 6.38 minutes 
experimental time. All the NMR spectra were 
integrated after baseline correction, and a 
mean of minimum three integration values has 
been taken for each calculation.  
 
GC and GC-MS 
The conversion of acids present in the gum 
rosin samples to methyl ester was carried out 
by N,N-Dimethylformamide Dimethyl Acetal 
(DMF-DMA) reagent as per the ASTM D 5975 
method. 0.5 gm rosin acid was taken in an 
appropriate anhydrous vial and dissolved in 
approximately 0.5 mL of toluene. Then 
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approximately 1 mL of DMF-DMA was added 
to the mixture and maintained at 50°C for 120 
minutes. Finally, the resultants were used for 
GC analysis  
 
The qualitative analysis was carried out on 
using Bruker GC-MS (Scion SQ, 436-GC) with 
the help of a polar column; (RTX-2330; 60m x 
0.32 mm ID x 0.2 µm) procured from M/s 
Restek to identify the compound. However, 
quantification of DPR was achieved using 
PerkinElmer Clarus 500 GC instrument 
equipped with FID and split/split less injector. 
The following analytical conditions were used 
during analysis in GC-FID and GC-MS 
respectively.  
 
Parameters of GC-FID  
Split ratio: 10:1  
Oven programme: 150 °C (5 minutes hold) - 
3°C/ minute -250°C (15 minutes hold) 
Injector and Detector temperature: 300 and 
320 °C respectively 
Carrier (Helium) gas Flow: 1.5 ml/min  
Sample injection volume: 0.2 μl.  
 
Parameters of GC-MS  
Operating Mode: Scan mode with 10:0 split 
Carrier Flow: 1 ml/min column flow for GC-MS 
Oven programme: 150 °C (5 minutes hold) - 
3°C/ minute -250°C (15 minutes hold) 250°C 
(10 minutes hold) 
Injector temperature: 300 oC  
MS Source and transfer line: 230 and 250 oC 
respectively 
Ionization:  EI (70 eV) 
Scan Range:  m/z 40 - 500 
Injection Volume: 0.4 μl.   
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Parabolic trough solar collectors 
TVR Sekhar, Gopal Nandan, Ravi Prakash* 

 
ABSTRACT 
 Solar collector in the shape of a parabolic mirror reflects 
the incident solar energy on the longitudinal axis of the 
solar collector. This line is called the focal axis of the 
parabolic collector. Unlike in flat plate collectors which 
have absorbent coatings and where the solar radiation is 
absorbed and distributed uniformly in the flat plate area, 
parabolic collectors concentrate the radiation in the 
focal axis of the collector. This major difference in the 
geometrical feature of the parabolic collectors helps in a 
large way. This feature enables the parabolic collectors 
to achieve high outlet temperatures of the working 
fluids, sometimes 120oC or as high as 140oC. This feature 
allows the parabolic concentrators to be integrated with 
solar thermal systems. The present work intends to 
review contemporary research work undertaken on 
parabolic trough type solar collectors. The present study 
has classified various investigations on the basis of 
collection of the data like direct experimentation as well 
as numeration methods and by using simulation 
methods on collectors and it is inferred that there is a 
potential for experimenting with nano-fluids in parabolic 
trough solar collectors and validating the obtained data 
with simulation results. 
 
KEYWORDS 
Parabolic Trough, Simulation, Solar Collector, optical 
efficiency, thermal efficiency 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Harnessing solar energy has been a constant endeavor of 
mankind since the development of mankind. However, 
with the development of the concept of photovoltaic 
cells, commercial development of solar energy for 
electrical power production and community energy 
distribution has commenced. But today the scenario 
requires a greater contribution from the renewable 
energy sector than ever before and more so from the 
solar energy sources.  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Amity University, Sector-125, Noida 201313, Uttar Pradesh, 
India 
*Corresponding author; email: rprakash@amity.edu 

 
This demand comes with a condition of cleaner solar 
energy than yesterday.  We know that poly crystalline 
cells used in solar PV have inherent problems. Battery 
banks are required for such PV panels wherein the 
converted electrical energy is stored. The polycrystalline 
cells are manufactured using a refined form of silica 
which is obtained by mining huge deposits of natural 
riverside sands. Again, this is a source of air and river 
pollution. Considering these drawbacks of PV technology 
solar thermal concentrating technology offers energy 
conversion at a much-reduced footprint of pollution, 
after the completion of their useful life periods. It is 
imminent that a rapid transition to solar thermal based 
technologies on a large scale integrated energy 
conversion system takes place replacing the presently 
practiced small and medium scaled application of solar 
PV technology. 
 
Basic Features of Parabolic Solar Collectors 
The parabolic solar collector consists of the main three 
components, the parabolic solar reflector, a mounting 
stand and the receiver engine or the absorber pipe. The 
parabolic reflector could be a dish type construction or a 
trough type construction. In case of a parabolic dish the 
entire incident solar radiation is concentrated at a focal 
point and it is collected by a receiver device called the 
engine. This highly concentrated energy is converted into 
thermal energy by this engine for further storage in 
thermal devices. In the case of a parabolic trough, the 
insolation is reflected from the reflector surface and 
concentrated in a linear axis of the parabolic receiver. 
The heat absorbing tube containing the working fluid is 
mounted in this axis and picks up the heat from the 
heated tube and thus converts into thermal energy of the 
working fluid. The same is either stored in thermal 
storage tanks or used to heat other fluid in heat 
exchangers. 
 
Parabolic Solar Collectors 
Parabolic solar collectors are classified as Parabolic Dish 
type or Parabolic Trough type collectors. Classification is 
based on the geometry of the receiver i.e. dish or trough. 
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The parabolic trough collectors are further classified as 
tracking and non- tracking type collectors depending on 
the applications and the desired outlet temperature 
parameters of the output fluid. The non-tracking types 
are fixed type collectors. The tracking collectors are again 
classified into single-axis tracking and two-axis tracking.  
 
Parabolic Dish Solar Collectors 
A Sterling engine based parabolic type collector is seen 
in Fig.1.The focused rays are concentrated at a small 
area. The receiver shown in Fig. 1 is usually made of a 
sheet of high thermal conductivity metal, (copper or 
aluminum) with integrated tubes. A highly absorbent 
material is coated to improve the absorptivity and 
reduce the reflectivity. 
 
Parabolic Trough Solar Collectors 
The two types of parabolic collectors are Simple 
Parabolic collector and compound parabolic collector. 
The simple parabolic collector consists of a single 
parabolic reflective surface. The compound parabolic 
concentrator consists of two parabolic reflective surfaces 
and the superimposed focal axis of both the parabolic 
surfaces receives radiation of much higher intensity 
when compared with a simple parabolic collector.  
 

 
Fig.1  Parabolic Dish Type solar collector 
 
Objective of the overview 
In the present work, overview of parabolic solar 
collectors has been segmented into three parts. First part 
focuses on the experimental studies, second part 
highlights the numerical studies and third part focuses on 
the simulation studies available in literature. Application 

of simulation study provides detail insights into the 
performance and geometrical aspects of the parabolic 
trough solar collector. The future scope of work seeks to 
benefit researchers employing experimental methods 
for the testing of the parabolic trough solar collectors for 
validating their results with the numerical and simulation 
techniques and widening the applications of parabolic 
trough collectors for newer applications. 
 
1. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON PARABOLIC SOLAR  
Bellos et al. conducted experimental investigation on a 
trough collector comprising of a 70 mm diameter 
receiver tube with water as the working fluid. For this set 
up, at different mass flow rates, thermal performance is 
calculated. Optimum thermal performance was recorded 
at a flow of 2 kg/s in this study. Wang et al. attempted to 
enhance the optical efficiency of a parabolic trough 
collector. In order to achieve a high efficiency, heat 
exchanger with synthetic oil and water as the fluids were 
used in the absorber section of the collector. Higher 
order optical efficiencies of around 77% were recorded 
in the experimental study. Kordmahaleh et al. integrated 
thermal storage tanks to capture extra solar heat for use 
at night times. By this integration, total operating time of 
the plant increased from 1726 hrs to 2785 hrs. Kasaeian 
et al. experimented with a steel mirrored reflector 
surface collector of 1.5m2. They used painted tube 
surface of absorber and compared their optical and 
thermal efficiency according to ASHRAE standard 93 
(2010). The thermal efficiency increased in vacuumed 
absorber tube in compare to exposed absorber tube. 
Khullar et al. used nanofluid in receiver and found that 
thermal efficiencies increased 4 % from conventional 
collector. 
 

 
 
Fig. 2 Nanofluid as cooling fluid in Parabolic Solar 
Collector (Khullar et al. 2012) 
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Sokhansefat et al. made valuable experimental 
contributions by understanding the direct dependency of 
convective heat transfer coefficient on the volume 
concentrations of the alumina nano-particles when used 
as a working fluid in a parabolic trough collector. Heat 
flux distributions are shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4. It is clearly 
evident that flux concentration zone is in the bottom of 
the absorber tube and the temperature distribution 
follows a like pattern. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3 Heat flux distributions on the outer surface of the 
absorber tube (Sokhansefat et al. 2014) 

 
 
Fig. 4 Temperature distributions on the outer surface of 
the absorber tube (Sokhansefat et al. 2014)  
 
Eames et al. introduced baffles into the parabolic 
collector cavity and studied the improvements in 
thermal and optical efficiency. Valenzuela et al. 
conducted sensitivity analysis on a parabolic trough 
collector in industrial scale and studied the effect of 
temperature, pressure and direct normal irradiance on 
the pressure losses at higher ranges of operation. Tayade 
et al. used Aluminum sheet in the shape of a parabolic 
cylinder to reflect and concentrate sun radiations 
radiation towards an absorber tube. Fernandez et al.  
employed Titanium oxide nanoparticles to study the 

catalytic behavior of the sunlight on the organic 
contamination agents in the aquatic environment. They 
proved that it is an economical option.  
 
Kalogirou et al. conducted investigations on parabolic 
(PTC), compound-parabolic (CPC) and Fresnel prism 
(FPC) collectors and it was deduced from the analysis 
that the parabolic trough collector based desalinating 
plant was the economical option best suited as per Fig.5. 
 
Abu-Hamdeh et al. experimentally demonstrated an 
olive waste and methanol based adsorbent refrigeration 
system which runs on solar heating source such as a 
parabolic trough solar collector. The coefficient of 
performance that was obtained was around 0.75 for the 
device studied. Several researchers have conducted 
experiment in the African country of Algeria to estimate 
the harnessing potential of solar radiation with the help 
of parabolic trough collectors (Ouagued et al.). Different 
heat transfer fluids were tested in different climatic 
regions of Algeria with the help of tracking type 
collectors. Calisea et al. used a triangular shaped receiver 
test section as shown in Fig.6. Exergetic analysis for the 
set up as well as sensitivity analysis for the experimental 
set up was carried out. 
 

 
Fig. 5 Comparison of the efficiencies of Parabolic, CPC & 
Fresnel Prism Collectors (FPC) (Ouagued et al. 2013) 
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Fig. 6 A triangular absorber tube placed in a parabolic 
collector (Calisea et al. 2012) 
 
Nalwangaa et al. performed an interesting experiment of 
disinfecting bacterial infested samples by placing them in 
a transparent absorber tube in the focal axis of a 
parabolic trough collector as seen in Fig.7. The study was 
conducted across the regions of the sub-Saharan desert 
regions of Africa. 
 

 
  Fig.7 A compound parabolic collector with borosilicate 
glass absorber tube (Nalwanga et al. 2014)  
 
Pecha et al. conducted experiments to determine the 
instantaneous efficiency of the collector as per ASHRAE 
guidelines. Optical efficiency was also determined. 
Chaudhary et al. studied a solar cooker with a thermal 
storage device like the phase change material. The study 
compared the efficiencies of the solar cooker coated 
with black paint and glazed surfaces in relation to 
conventional solar cookers with thermal storage 
arrangements. The experimental studies are tabulated as 
below. 
 
2. NUMERICAL STUDIES ON PARABOLIC SOLAR 
COLLECTORS 
Various researchers reported numerical studies. 
Hachicha et al. conducted numerical study on a Parabolic 
trough collector based on FVM (Finite Volume method) 
to predict the performance of the collector. The study 

determined the solar flux distribution around the 
absorber tube with relatively high accuracies. Ghasemi et 
al. numerically investigated on the performance of the 
CuO water nano-fluid and reported the effect of volume 
fractions, absorber tube dimensions. It was deduced that 
Volume fraction of nano-particles plays a significant role 
in the improvement of the thermal efficiency of the 
collector. Figs 8 and 9 show the numerical investigation 
results of the study. 
 

 
  Fig. 8 Two Dimensional temperature fields for   
  water and Copper water nanofluid (Ghasemi et al. 2014) 

 
 

 
  Fig.9 Thermal efficiency vs Volume fractions of   
  copper oxide nanofluid (Ghasemi et al. 2014) 

 
 

Khullar et al. compared the heat absorbing capacities of 
different nano-fluids by subjecting them to a direct 
absorption based linear parabolic trough collector. 
Different aspects like absorber tube radius are studied in 
relation to the solar irradiance absorbing capacity of the 
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subjected nano-fluids. The results of the numerical 
investigations are shown in Fig.10. Montes et al. 
numerically investigated on an integrated Solar 
Combined Cycle (ISCC) power plant. This plant consists of 
a direct steam generating parabolic trough collector 
(PTC) with a combined cycle gas turbine-based power 

plant. This hybrid model utilizes direct solar radiation 
which is available in the desert like climate. It improved 
thermal cycle efficiency of the power plant. Fig. 11 shows 
the direct normal incidence versus efficiency plot for the 
integrated cycle. 

Investigators reference Fluid used in collector Efficiency Study Conducted & Reasons 

Bellos et al. 
Water At Lower flow rates lower thermal efficiencies of 

collector were obtained. 

Wang et al. 
Water/synthetic oil Using heat exchanger in absorber section led to high 

optical efficiency of collector. 

Kordmahaleh et al. 
Water Integration with thermal storage tanks increased total 

operating time of plant by 61%. 

Kasaeiana et al. water thermal efficiency is higher in vacuumed absorber  

Khullar et al. 
 

Aluminum oxide nano-fluid 
with Therminol VP 

5-10% increase in collector efficiency 

Sokhansefat et al Water/alumina nanofluid Heat flux concentration zones were developed at 
bottom of receiver tube. 

Eames et al. Water thermal and optical efficiency improved due to baffles 
in collector  

Valenzeula et al water Sensitivity analysis of collector was conducted using 
parameters like temperature, pressure and solar 
insolation on collector efficiency. 

Tayade et al. Water Low cost parabolic trough  

Fernandezet al. Titanium-oxide nano-
particles 

Higher efficiency is achieved using nanoparticles 

SoterisKalogirou et al. Saline water  Efficiency of collector using PTC increased desalined 
water output 

Abu-Hamdeh et al. Olive waste as adsorbent and 
methanol as adsorbate 

Collector efficiency improved refrigeration 
performance. 

Ouagueda et al. Syltherm 800, Therminol D12, 
Santotherm LT, 
Marlotherm X 

Higher outlet temperature increased efficiency of 
collector.  

Jie Zhu et al. water Installation area reduction led to higher efficiency per 
unit area of the collector.  

Calisea et al. water Exergetic efficiency is calculated for comparison with 
circular shaped collector. 

Nalawanga et al. Bacteria Infested water Efficiency of disinfection of bacteria using concentrated 
solar radiation was improved 

Pecha et al. water Instantaneous efficiency of collector using ASHRAE 
guidelines was determined in the study. 

Chaudhary et al. Acetanilide Increase of efficiency by 32.3%  

Table 1 Results of Experimental Studies on Parabolic Solar Collectors
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Fig. 10 Optical efficiency vs Receiver tube radius for 
different working fluids (Khullar et al. 2011) 
 

 
Fig. 11 Solar efficiency per collector loop as a function of 
the DNI vs and outlet solar field pressure (Montes et al. 
2011) 
 
The heat losses occurred at the receiver tube of the PTC 
is estimated. The arrangement of the absorber tube as 
shown in Fig.12 is investigated by Mohammed et al. The 
variations in the temperatures of the absorber tube are 
calculated in this study. 
 

 
Fig. 12 Partially vaccumed absorber tube in a parabolic 
collector (Mohamadi et al. 2013) 

A homogenizing reflector (HR) is introduced to improve 
the flux distribution homogeneity in a PTC It was 
observed by Wang et al. that circumferential distribution 
of the temperature of the receiver was homogenous 
after the introduction of the HR. Hachicha et al. 
developed a code based on Finite volume method to 
analyze the different segments of the receiver of PTC. By 
placing baffles into the receiver cavity of the solar PTC, 
Singh et al. observed that the performance of the solar 
collectors improved. Reddy et al. numerically studied the 
solar parabolic trough collector and the aspects of the 
collector and their impact on the collector performance 
are thoroughly analyzed. The angle of the collector its 
distance of space between collectors, the irradiance 
levels at the locations are considered for the analysis and 
the optimum sizing of the collector obtained. Al-Ansary 
et al. numerically investigated the performance of a half-
insulated receiver as against a conventional air-filled 
receiver. The arrangement of the study is shown as in Fig. 
13. The results are very promising as they suggest that 
when compared to air filled annulus there is a reduction 
of 25% in heat losses when half annulus insulation is 
used. Cheng et al. used Finite Volume Method and 
Monte Carlo Ray-Trace method for numerical model 
development. Based on it, temperature distribution of 
the receiver is plotted which is shown in Fig 14. The 
property of high temperature fluids affects heat loss 
conditions of the receiver. 

 
Fig. 13 Schematic of the proposed receiver having top 
half insulating material (Ansary et al. 2012) 
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Fig. 14 Visible computational results of temperature 
distributions in the receiver (Cheng et al. 2012) 
 
Penga et al. deployed the integrated solar parabolic 
trough collector with the fossil fired thermal power 
plant. The rotatable type two axes collector concentrates 
the solar irradiance and helps in the generation of 
elevated temperature of the preheated condensate 
thereby improving the hybrid power plants overall 
efficiency by about 4%. The seasonal patterns are seen in 
Fig. 15. 

 
Fig. 15 Improvements in collector efficiency under 
different seasonal (Penga et al. 2013) 
 
Coccia et al. developed and tested mathematical model 
and validated the results on a prototype model. The 
model envisages calculation of thermal efficiency and 
optical efficiency of the parabolic trough collector. The 
details of Numerical studies as reported by various 
investigators are presented in Table 2.  
 
 
 

3. SIMULATION STUDIES ON PARABOLIC SOLAR 
COLLECTORS  
Ibarra et al. conducted simulation on a parabolic trough 
collector-based power plant. The model is compared 
with performance of a solar plant in a desert condition. 
Actual values of power output obtained in the field were 
compared with model values for the same solar 
insolation rates and ambient temperatures. An 
acceptable error of 10% due to over estimation of solar 
field production was recorded. 
 
Murtaza et al. used ANSYS software for simulating outlet 
temperature of absorber tube under varying flow 
conditions. At a flow rates of 0.4 LPM to 1.2LPM, the 
outlet temperature obtained were in the range of 93oC 
to 103oC.Using ANSYS the tube displacement of 0.2mm, 
Von Mises stress within the strength limits of the 
material were obtained and small values of thermal 
strain were inferred using ANSYS software. Riffelmann et 
al. conducted simulation studies to measure the solar 
flux in the focal axis of the parabolic collector. They used 
a Parabolic Trough Flux Scanner (PARASCAN) instrument 
to quantify the solar flux in the concentrated region. A 
camera target method (CTM) is used to track the paths 
of the reflected rays and detect any errors in the 
reflective surface. Kalogirou et al. employed a transient 
simulation system TRNSYS with a PTC water heating 
system and the tracking in the E-W and N-S has been 
conducted and compared. Benefit analysis is performed 
for the use of this scheme. Odeh et al. studied with the 
help of a synthetic oil heat transfer fluid to simulate the 
losses of the collector. 
 
Risi et al. investigated on an innovative solar Transparent 
Parabolic Trough Collector (TPTC) with gas based nano-
fluid as the working fluid. Due to gaseous medium and an 
increase in the heat exchange surface, the feature helps 
in additional solar radiation absorption when compared 
to nanoparticles dispersed in the base liquid. Odeh et al. 
employed a transient condition for simulation model 
wherein the size of the thermal storage tank in relation 
to the receiver collector area is deduced. For transient 
response to temperature changes it is found that the 
storage tank should be at least 14.5 liters capacity per 1 
square meter of the collector area. Gonzalez et al. used 
methanol and combination of an activated carbon in an 
absorption chiller device and coupled to PTC. The chiller 
performance is checked at varying conditions.  
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Investigators reference Heat Transfer Fluid used 
in the collector 

Findings 

Hachicha et al. water 
Numerical study predicted solar flux along receiver 
tube to high accuracies (error band<10%) 

Ghasemi et al. Copper oxide-water 
nano-fluid 

Thermal efficiency of the collector improved 

Khullar et al. Aluminum nano-particles, 
Ethylene glycol, 
Propylene glycol, 
therminol VP-1 

Optical efficiency compared for four nano-fluids 

Montes et al.  water  High pressure steam is obtained and marginally 
improves the gas turbine efficiency. 

Mohamad et al.  water effect of the collector length on the heat losses from 
the absorber is analyzed 

Kun et al.  water Homogenizing reflector reduced the variability of 
circumferential temperature  

Hachicha et al.  water Different segments of receiver studied 

Singh et al.  water baffles into the receiver cavity improved the 
performance 

Reddy et al. water Detailed numerical analysis of aspects of trough 
collector are made.  

Al-Ansary et al. Air-filled annulus Reduction of heat loss by 25% when half     annulus 
insulation is used.  

Cheng et al. Syltherm 800, therminol, 
VP nitrate salt,  
Hitec XL 

Properties of heat transfer fluid affects the heat losses 

Penga et al. water Improved the hybrid power plants overall efficiency by 
about 4%.  

Coccia et al. water Mathematical model predicted thermal & optical 
efficiency of the prototype. 

Table 2 Results of Numerical Studies on Parabolic Solar Collectors 
 
He et al. investigated by simulation on a heat tube by 
employing Monte Carlo Ray Tracing technique. It is 
implied that the geometric concentration ratios are 
playing a role in the heat flux distribution. Mazloumi et 
al. simulated on a lithium bromide absorption cycle in 
which a PTC is used along with an insulated storage tank. 
By simulation it is calculated that a collector area of 
57.6m2 was required for supplying the cooling loads 
during the summer months. Huang et al. simulated on a 
PTC receiver fitted with a vacuum receiver tube. 

Hedayatizadeh et al. simulated on a combined model 
consisting of a thermal model with a compound 
parabolic collector CPC and an electrical model 
consisting of a photovoltaic panel. Computational 
simulations are carried out for various conditions of 
climate. The results of simulation are in good agreement 
with their experimental measurements as can be seen in 
Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 16 Hourly variation of water temperature 
experimental vs Theoretical (Mazloumi et al. 2008)  
 
The details of simulation studies have been reported in 
the Table 3. 
 

CONCLUSION 
The presented overview sought to publish an account of 
rich findings in the study of Parabolic Trough Solar 
collectors. The method of experimentation conducted by 
several researchers for studying the various parameters 
linked to parabolic troughs collector has been analyzed 
exhaustively. Researchers have employed numerical 
methods and studied the efficiencies of the parabolic 
collectors under different conditions. As a parallel 
process, the researchers also focused on subjecting the 
collector to simulation studies progressively improving 
the aspects of the collector surface for better 
absorptivity and emissivity. The research findings point 
to the evidence that good agreements of results across 
all the three types of studies are obtained. Use of nano-
fluids in liquid as well as gaseous phases in reflective and 
transparent collectors holds promise for further research 
in the field of improvements of parabolic solar trough 
type receivers.

 

Investigators reference Findings 

Ibarra et al. 
Simulation model predicted actual power output from a desert-based power plant 
close to 90% accuracy. 

Murtaza et al. 
ANSYS simulation model predicted outlet temperature of absorber tube at varying flow 
rates. 

Riffelmann et al. A camera target method (CTM) is used  

Kalogirou et al. Transient simulation system TRNSYS is used  

S.D. Odeh et al. Synthetic oil used to simulate the losses of the collector 

A de Risi et al. Transparent Parabolic Trough Collector (TPTC) used 

Odeh et al.. Employed a transient condition for simulation model 

Gonzalez et al. Simulation of performance was conducted on an integrated chiller coupled to PTC. 

Ya-Ling He et al. MCRT technique suggested heat flux distribution to be dependent on geometric 
concentration ratio of PTC. 

Mazloumi et al. Simulation of a thermal storage integrated PTC was employed for calculating the 
collector area requirement. 

Huang et al. Evacuated vaccum tube integrated PTC was simulated to note heat loss distribution in 
PTC. 

Hedayatizadeh et al. Solar thermal-SPV hybrid model 
was simulated at varying conditions of solar radiation for comparison with 
experimental results. 

Table 3: Results of Simulation Studies on Parabolic Solar Collectors 
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ABBREVIATIONS USED 
ASHRAE: American Society of Heating Refrigeration and 
Air-conditioning Engineers 
CCGT: Combined Cycle Gas Turbine  
CFD:    Computational Fluid Dynamics 
COP:    Coefficient of Performance 
CPC: Compound Parabolic Concentrator  
CTM:   Camera Target Method 
DSG: Direct Steam Generation 
FPC: Fresnel Prism Collectors 
FVM: Finite Volume Method  
GC: Geometric concentration ratio 
HCE: Heat Collector Element 
HR: Hmogenizing Reflector 
HTF: Heat Transfer Fluid 
ISCC: Integrated Solar Combined Cycle 
MCRT: Monte Carlo Ray-Trace 
NCPS: Nanofluid based Parabolic solar collector 
PARASCAN: Parabolic Trough Scanner 
PCM: Phase Change Material 
PTC: Parabolic Trough Collector 
PTSC: Parabolic Trough Solar Collector 
SEGS: Steam based electric generation system 
SODIS: Solar water Disinfectant 
SPLFR: Semi Parabolic Linear Fresnel Reactor 
TPTC: Transparent Parabolic Trough Collector 
TRNSYS: Transient System Simulation Tool 
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